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FOREWORD

The European Geophysical Society (EGS) tm.mami meeting was held in
Copenhagen, Denmark on 27th of April 1990 in the framework of the XV EGS
General Assembly (23 -27 April). It was structured as a workshop jointly organized
by the Section I (Solid Earth and Planets) and Section II (Hydrospheres and
Atmospheres) of the EGS upon specific request of the EGS Working Group (WG)
on tsunamis. The symposium entitled “Tsunami sources around Europe” was
convened by Professors C.G.Koutitas (Greece), V.S.Moreira (Portugal) and Dr.
I.R.Warren (Denmark).

The importance of the meeting lies in tie circumstance that it was the first
scientic symposium promoted by the EGS WG on tsunami s since it was constituted
in March 1988. Thus the response to this meeting could be taken as a measure of
the impact and effect that the promotional activities carried out by the WG have
had on the European geophysical community in order to raise attention and interest
on the tsunami research. A poor response would have been prejudicial for future
activities, whereas a good participation would have been a quite encouraging and
promising signal for the development of future research. Considering this crucial
point, the symposium was prepared with very special attention and it is a real
satisfaction that it was fully successfi.d as regards the number of participants, the
variety of the subjects covered and the quality of the presentations. This may be
appreciated in reading these proceedings that are published as a special issue of
the Science of Tsunami Hazards journal.

The WG expresses full gratitude to Professor T.S.Murty !Ibchnical Editor of
the journal, and to the whole Editorial staff for offering the chance w publish the
scientific contributions presented at the meeting in a unique issue of a journal that
is fundamental for the tsunami research in the world.

Editas of the proceedings are Professor T.S. Mur@ and Professor S.Tinti. They
wish to inform the readers that the papers included in the proceedings underwent
a very rapid and expeditious revision process in order to speed up their publication.
They remark therefore that neither the journal nor the proceeding editors take any
responsibility for the content of the papers, that fully pertains to the authors.

In agreement with the resolution of the EGS WG, promoting the organization
of specific biannual meetings on tsunamis, the next meeting will take place in
Edinburgh, United Kingdom, in 1992 in connection with the XVII EGS General
Assembly (8-10 April).

Prof. Stefano Tinti
EGS Tsunami WG Coordinator
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ABSTRACT

Existing seismic and tsunami catalogs for Italy show that Italian coasts are the most
exposed to tsunami attacks in Central Mediterranean. Tsunamis me mostly of seismic
origin, though some events mainly associated with volcanic activity of Etna, of Vesuvius
and of Aeolian Islands are reported. Though important, tsunamis are relatively rare
events in Italy and therefore statistical methods applied to tsunami compilations alone
cannot provide reliable evaluations, due to the smzll number of the available data.
Seismic information, however, may be usefully utilized in order to supplement the
tsunami data base. A recent analysis mostly based on studying the seismicity along
the Italian coasts showed that the most active tsunamigenic sources are concentrated
in Southern Italy, that is in Southern Adriatic (Gargano promontory) and in Southern
Calabria and Eastern Sicily. A sophisticated statistical technique is here applied to
perform the evaluation of the tsunami potential in both these regions, where the tsunami
activity is particularly high and the most disastrous Italian tsunamis occurred. The
areas most prone to generate large tsunamis have been identified on the basis of the
characteristic features of the seismicity, inferred by means of statistical methods, as
well as on the grounds of complementary seismotectonic studies mainly concerning the
predominant tectonic style and the earthquake focal mechanism.



INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of tsunami potential is largely accepted to be a fundamental step for
any relevant activities aiming at reducing the impact of future events. IrI spite of this
wide recognition, however, a unique definition of tsunami potential cannot be found
in the literature, which may originate some confusion and misunderstanding. So, in
order to avoid possible misinterpretations, it may be convenient first of all to explain
what is meant for tsunsmi potential in this paper. Here tsunami potential and hazard
are taken as synonps and are both indifferently used to indicate the probability that
a tsunami be generated in a given area within a given interval of time. This spe~c
use leads us to concentrate on the generation process. The physical aspects related to
tsunami propagation and impact on the coasts are not taken into account here. Their
incorporation in the wmlysis paralleled by the inclusion of studies on the vulnerability
of the structures built on the coasts will be a subsequent development of the present
research guiding us from tsunami potentiaJ to tsunsmi risk evaluations.

Direct examination of tsunami catalogs is a powerful means to establish tsunami
potential in those countries where tsunami rate is relevant and events have been observed
and recorded for a period of time suf%ently long, say several decades or centuries. In
the Mediterranean, a long tradition of natural and physical sciences enables one to go
back more than 2000 years to the ancient times of greek and reman civilization and
even further; but tsunamis are relatively infrequent and so tsunami catalogs count
only a few hundreds of events for the whole Mediterranean basin. Though a quite
encouraging revival of interest of the European research on tsunamis involved recently
also catalog assembling (see Soloviev, 1990 and Antonopoulos, 1990), nonetheless the
tot al number of tsunamis is not likely to c.kmge very much by virtue of the revisions
presently underway. Scarcity of data is therefore a problem to face and it is even more
pronounced when the attention is restricted to particular areas such as the Western or
the Central Mediterranean or to particular subregions such as Southern Italy. In these
cases, tsunami compilations cannot provide a data set large enough to allow stable and

reliable statistical analyses. One possible way is to extend the analysis to earthquake
catalogs, since delineating the features of the seismicity in marine and coastal areas helps
to perform evaluations on tsunamigenic earthquake occurrences. A statistical procedure
to analyze seismic catalogs with the peculisr purpose of assessing the probability rate
of tsunamigenic earthquakes was specifically devised by the author and was applied to
evaluate tsunami potential in the sea surrounding Italy (Tinti, 1990). The same method
has been successfully applied to the Moroccan coasts, where the number of the known
tsunamis is so small that any other method of analysis is practically unproposable (El
Alam.i and Ti.nti, 1990). The systematic study quoted above on tsunami potential in
Italy demonstrated that Southern Italy is the part of the Central Mediterranean with
the highest concentration of tsunami activity and with the highest expected number
of tsunamis and provided the basic motivation for the present study. A more n%.ned
analysis of tsunami potential is applied to two regions, rmmely Southern Adriatic and
Calabna-Eastern Sicily, that were attacked by most of the disastrous tsunamis occurred
in Itsly.
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Figure 1. Map of the epicenters for the Southern Adriatic region based on the Italian

catalog of earthc[uakes from the ancient times up to the end of 1982. Events are classed

according to the magnitude. Magnitudes are local instrumental magnitudes for recent events or

suitably computed macroseismic magnitudes for historical earthquakes (see Tinti et al., 1987).
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Figure 2. Map of the epicenters for the region including Calabria and Eastern Sicily. The region

border is the thick solid line superimposed to the geographical contours. For further details

refer to the above Figure 1.
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SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE

The statistical procedure employed in the present study is fully described
elsewhere (Tinti,1990). Here only the salient points will be very briefly outlined to
favour the understan~ng of the reader. The tsunami catalog used is that assembled
by Caputo and Faita (1984), updated, a few years later by Bedosti and Caputo (1986).
Results of recent revisions of the large+t tsunamis occurred in the examined areas have
been also taken into account (Guidoboni and Tinti, 1988; Tinti and Guidoboni, 1988).
The earthquake catalog used is the one known &sPFG seismic catalog compiled in the
framework of the &ogetto _fializzato @cdinamica piomoted by the Italian National
Council of Research. The catalog includes the Italian earthquakes from ancient times
until the end of 1982. The regions considered are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Regional
boundaries are determined by the fact that for the subsequent analysis both areas are
conveniently partitioned into regular equal 20’ x 20’ cells.

The adysis of seismicity consists in a sequence of steps that maybe summarized
as follows. Firstly, catalog completeness is examined: the analysis is areally global, since
it regards the whole. region (either Southern Adriatic or Calabria and Eastern Sicily),

but it is performed distinctly for each magnitude class. The classes used in this study
are 2.4-3.0 ,...,6.0-6.6 with the “addition of the class of earthquakes with magnitude
exceeding 6.6. The main result of the first step is that for each magnitude class the
apparent seismicity rate is evaluated as a function of time and maybe compared with the
true seismicity rate of the class. In the second step this allows one to estimate seismicity
maps where the normalized frequency of the earthquakes is evaluated cell by cell for each
magnitude class amd is corrected from the incompleteness distortions. The third step
consists in applying the Gutenbwg-Richter magnitud#requency law in each cell. The
computation of the coeilicients a and b Mows one to evaluate the expected number of
earthquakes occurring in each cell in any given range of magnitude. This capability may

be used for many applications. In caae of t~unami potential evaluation one is generally
concerned with the mean number of tsunamis (or large tsunamis) generated in one place
or equivalently with their return period. All these quantities can be determined, once
the minimum magnitude that is assumed to originate tsunamis (or large tsunamis) is
given in every cell. Of course, only events of seismic origin can be accounted for in
this way, which leads to an underestimation of tsunami potential in regions where other
tsuna@genic sources, especially volcanoes, are active. This problem does not tiect
evaluations for Southern Adriatic, but does concern Calabria and Eaatem Sicily.

SOUTHERN ADRIATIC

Southern Adriatic motectonic setting has been object of several investigations, but
it is still not perfectly understood. The long controversial point regarding the question
whether Adriatic is a promontory of the Ahican continent or a detached microplate is
still unsolved even though the latter hypothesis is gaining more and more support by
the recent studies (Morell.i, 1984; Anderson and Jackson, 1987b; Mantovani et al., 1990).
From a geological point of view, the region shown in Figure 1 is the Gargan_Apulia
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foreland of the southern part of the Adriatic platform that has a typical continental
30 km thick crust (see Nicolich, 1981 and 1987), while the western border is formed
by the sedimentary strictures of the Bradanic foretrough. The foreland-forethrough
system has its natural westward continuation in the southern section of the Apennine
front and main” belt, that at this latitude runs almost along the central tmis of the
peninsula, at equal distance from the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas (see Ciaranfi et al.,
1983). Southern Puglia is relatively stable from a seiinnic point’ of view. The largest
earthquakes in this region occurred either along its western border in the margin of “the
Apennine chain or in the Gargano promontory. This latter area is of special interest
since it is geologically a part of the foreland, but possesses distinctive features: it seems
a horst system, characterized by large positive gravimetric and magnetic anomalies
supporting the view that the crust is about 5-10 km thinner th,an in the surrounding
platform (see Berti et al., 1988). Quatemary uplifting involves the whole region and

may be interpreted as a result of the flexure of the Adriatic microplate in response to the
compression exerted by the colliding African continent (Royden, 1988, Albarello et al.,
1990). In Gargano a tensional regime of stresses is the predominant feature (Cnstofolini
et al., 1985; Gasparini et al., 1985) with active hrface and deep normal faults that are
located inshore aud offshore and are mainly paralleling the coast in the northern part of
the promontory (Ciarar& et al., 1983; Patacca aud Scandone, 1987). Southern Gargano
is crossed by a long right-lateral strike-slip fault, known aa the Carbonara fault, chiefly
running West–East that was identified even on the basis of instrumental microseism.icity.
Tsunamis in the area are exclusively due to seismic sources, whkh makes our method
fully applicable here. The major events invested the northern Gargano coasts.. The
most “importanttsunami in the region ocmrred in 1627 and was recently reviewed on
the basis of all available historical coeaval sources (Guidoboni and Tinti, 1988). One
relevant observation of that study was that the 1627 tsunami affected a coastline strip
that was completely inhabitaded in those days, but that is rather densely populated
today and is site of many touristic facilities, which would increase the corisequences of
the wave impact on the coast.

Following the method outlined in the previous section, fist the seismic potential
has b&n evaluated in the cells of the grid shown in Figure 1 and then the tsunami
potential has been subsequently calculated. The smallest magnitude capable of

producing a tsunami, say the threshold magnitude Aft, has been assumed to vary from
cell to cell in accordance with the principle that the efficiency of the tsunami generation
process is larger for earthquakes with epicenter in the sea and progressively diminishes
landward (see Tinti, 1990): for fully marine cells a value of it4t = 6.0 has been taken
to be reasonably suitable, while larger threshold values up to ikft = 7.5 have been
chosen for cells on laud. Figure 3 shows the mean number of tsunamis expected to
be produced in each @. According to the selected set of it4t, the shown tsunami
potential globally includes tsunamis of any size, that is small aa well = large events. It
is quite evident that the area with the highest tsunami potential in the entire region
is that that embraces the Gargano promontory. However, owing to the modest seismic
activity elsewhere aud especially in the rather stable southern foreland (the Murgie
and !%lentino areas), the global tsunami potential for the whole region is quite modest.
Figure 4 shows the probability that at least one tsunami be generated in the region
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Figure 3. Tsunami potential for the Southern Adriatic region expressed in terms of the

expect ed mean number of tsunamis generated in each cell over 1000 yr. White cells

are practically nont sunamigenic. Tsunami potential is generally modest in the area. A

well pronounced high of the expected activity may be found in the Gargano promontory.
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Figure 4. Probability of generation of at least one tsunami in Southern Adriatic within a time

period starting from the present vs. the period length. The three curves refer to different sets

of threshold magnitudes and distinctly display cumulative probabilityies for large events, for

intermediate--size events as well as for events of any size.
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within a next time period as a function of the period duration. The computations

are carried out cm the basis of the Poisson statistics, the fundamental assumption being

that the tsunami occurrence in each cell is a stationary stochastic point process (see Cox

and Lewis, 1966) uncorrelated with the analogous processes going on in the neighboring

cells. Three probability y curves referring to different sets oft hreshold magnitudes llt are

displayed. The magnitudes Lft have been taken in such a way that the curves represent

the generation probability y for tsunamis of different sizes: namely i) large events, ii)

medium or large events, and iii) events of any size, including very small tsunamis. We

see that all evaluated probabilities for time period as long as 200 yr are modest and that

even for a 300 :yr period the probability y for a large event occurrence does not exceed

4070. We remark, however, that probability estimates for stationary point processes are

totally independent from the past history of the process and in particular from the time

of the last tsuni~mi occurrence: these processes are also said to have no memory of the

past. Performing calculations by assuming stochastic processes with memory may lead

to larger probabilities, especially in consideration of the fact that the last large tsunami

occurred in 162’7, that is a long time ago.

CALABRIA AND EASTERN SICILY

This region is one of the most studied in Central Mediterranean, since it is a

common view that the correct interpretation of its neotectonic evolution is crucial

for the understanding of the dynamical processes in the whole Mediterranean basin.

Geophysical and geological investigations concerning this area are very numerous and

to focus the attention only on the most recent contributions, we may recall seismic

prospecting interpretations (Finetti and Del Ben, 1986), focal mechanism computations

(Gasparini et al.., 1985; Anderson and Jackson, 1987a), Moho depth mapping (Geiss,

1987), geostructural and neotectonic studies (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 1982; Ciaranfi,

1983), evolutionary models describing processes since the late miocene to the present

(Malinverno ancl Ryan, 1986; Lavecchia, 1988; Mantovani et al., 1990). Figure 2 shows

the epicenter distribution of shallow-focus medium to large earthquakes occurred in

the region. Normal faulting is the predominant feature especially along the Calabrian

section of the A:pennines chain and in the Messina Straits, while reverse faults, thrusts

and folds may be found in south-eastern Sicily, tectonically belonging to the African

platform. Evidence of considerable uplifting has been found in Calabria and one

possible, though still disputed interpretation is that it is the effect of a tensional regime

of stresses associated with the plate flexure resulting from the collision of Africa against

Europe (Mantovani et al., 1990). A remarkable cluster of seismic events of volcanic

origin may be observed in the Etnean area. The major earthquakes in the region

occurred in 1905 and in 1908 with epicenters in the Gulf of S .Eufemia and in the

Messina Straits respectively. Estimates performed on the instrumental traces recorded

in European observatories give magnitude values around 7.0 for both events. Other

largely destructive earthquakes (with epicentral intensity XI in MCS scale according to

the Italian seismic catalog) occurred in 1169, 1693 as well as on 5 and 7 Feb 1783. All

these earthquakes set in motion at least sizable tsunamis, some of which were the object
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in terms of the expected mean number of tsunamis generated in each cd over 1000 yr. The
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Figure 6. Probability of generation of at least one tsunanu“ in Calabria-Eastern Sicily within a
time period startingfrom the presentvs. the period length. Calculationsfor large, medium+ise
and small events ae displayed separately.



of recent careful reexamination (see Tinti and Giuliani, 1983; Tinti and Guidoboni,
1988).

Figure 5 displays the tsunami potential distribution for large tsunamis. The
minimum magnitude to produce such events is assumed to be iWt = 6.6 for marine
cells and somewhat higher for cells on land. The Messina Strtits is the area where the
evaluated potentiil is abundantly higher than in any other places. But it is important
to stress that the entire strip cmering the north-eastern Sicily from Messina to Siracusa
exhibits a remarkable potential for tsunami generation, which is a confirmation of our
previous investigations (Tinti, 1990). Probability curves are plotted in Figure 6. As
for the Southern Adriatic region, the probability of at least one tsunami generation
is given vs time for tsunamis of various sizes. Computations are likewisely based on
the stationary point process assumption. As may be seen, probability curves grow
rather steeply in the range of short time periods, tending thereafter to a slowly sloping
plateau. According to the curves, within a time interval of 200 yr the local production
of a small tsu.nami is almost 100% certain, the generation of a medium-size event is
about 90% probable, whereas the probabilityy of originating a large event exceeds 70Y0.
We observe that the stationary point process hypothesis is known to often lead to
underevaluation of occurrence probabilities because the implied stochastic model cannot
take into account the time elapsed since the last occurrence to the present. More
elaborated assumptions are therefore expected to give rise to different, very likely higher
probabilityy curves. The tsunami potential of this region is by far larger than that
estimated in Southern Adriatic and is the highest found in the whole Italian Se=. This
consideration justifies to continue and intensify the investigations in order to refine
the statistical evaluations so far performed. One possible improvement of the method
adopted here could be its extension to include tsunami generated by sources other than
earthquakes in the tsunami potential calculations. It is however worthwhile pointing out
that the present evaluations do not exclude totally tsunami generation associated with
volcanic activity. In fact volcanic eruptions are frequently accompanied by an increased
level of seismicity that according to the present method corresponds to an increased
capability of producing tsunamis. This consideration explains the local mtima in the
computed tsunami potential that may be observed in the Aeolian Island and on Etna
volcano (see Figure 5). Therefore the desirable generalization of our method is expected
to lead to slight corrections of the tsunami potential estimates, probably only in the
order of a few percent, even in the Calabria-Eastern Sicily region where volcanic activity
is more substantial than in other Italian provinces.
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ABSTRACT

A mathematical model based on the hydrodynamic shallow water equations
is developed for numerical simulation of slide generated waves in fjords. The
equations are solved numerically by a finite ~erence technique. Special
algorithms are developed to handle the effect of depth changes due to the slide.
‘lb examin e the performance of the nuxnefical model we have simulated the slide
catastrophe in Tafjord, western Norway, 1934. Results from this investigation is
presented, with focus on modelling of wave reflection, wave energy trapping and
wave run-up.
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1 Introduction

There are several historicrecordsof the occurrenceof large destructivewater wavea associatedwith rock
slides and ati,anches into fiords and lakea. Wave formation and propagation due to slides is a complex
phenomena.which mW,be divided in threepartJxEnergy transferfrom slide tnotionto water motion, wave
propagation k open water and wave run-up along the shores. Nom a modelling point of view the second
part may be the easiestpart where the model equationscan be deduced directly from the hydrodynamic
equations. The physical processestaking part in the first part is much more compli and no common
model equationsareavailablewhichcandewribethemotionof differentslidematerialsasrocklclay,mud,
ice and snowand the energytransfermechanismbetweenthe slideand the fluid, The run-uppart hss
receivedrelativelylittleattentionin modellingslidegeneratedwavesbut theseproblemswerediscussed
by PedersenandGjevik[5,6].

2 The linearized shallow water equations

Wavea generated by alid~ can often be classifiedx long wavea. In other worda mcmtof the energy that
is transferredfrom the slide to water motion is distributedon wav- with typical wavdength, t?,which is
much larger than the Amacteristic water depth, ho. From the assumption &/t < 1 it may be deduced
that the pressure is approximatelyhydrostatic and that the vertical variationsof the horizontal velocity
are small. We will also assume that the characteristicamplitude of the,waves, a, is much less than ho.
On bsaia of theseassumptionswe may derive the linearizedshallow water equations (see [7, 8]).

The equatiom are formulated in a Cartesian coordinate system with horisiontalsxes, Oz and OU
in the undisturbed w,ater level and the vertical axis, Oz, pointing upwards. The fluid .is confined to
-h < z c q where h isthe depth referredto the datum z = O, q the water surface displacementand we
denote the total water depth by H = h + q.Since the slide introducesbathymetric chang- h will be a
function of time (t). Msss conservationin a vertical fluid column leads to a continuityequation of the
for’nx

8H _ Oq ah

at
–~+~=–v”d (1)

where @ is the verticallyintegratedvolumeflux densityand V is the horizontalcomponentof the gradient
operator., In terms of the averaged horizontal.velocity, ti = u;+ u~ the volume flux density an be
approximated by:

(j=hti (2)

and by substitutionin eq.(1)
8H
—=-V. (h@
&It

(3)

We note that while eq.(1) is an exact form of the continuityequation, the LWSof eq.(2) introducesrelative
errora of order a/hoin eq.(3). Provided the pressure is hydrostatic and the nonlinear terms and the
bottirn shear streaacan be neglectedthe momentumequation becomes:

m— = –gvq
&

(4)

where g is the accelerationof gravity and p is the density of the fluid. Eq.(4) inherits relative errors of
order a/h. M well as order(ho/Oz.

3 Numerical solution of the linearized shallow water equations

The nume@d approxiinationto a parameter f at a grid-point with coordinak (J9Az, YAU, xAt) where

“) In order to make the differenceequationaAz, Ay and At are the grid increments,is denoted by ~P,7.
more readable we introduce the symmetric differenceoperator, 6=, and the midpoint average operator,

(5)

Differenceand averageoperatorawith respectto theother coordinatesy and t are definedcorrespondingly. .
We note that all combinationsof theseoperatoraare commutative.To abbreviate the expressionsfurther
we also group terms of identical indic- inaidesquare brackets,leaving the super- and subscriptsoutside
the bracket:
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The equationa (3) and (4) are diacretisedon a grid that is staggered both in time and ~pace. The
spatial distribution of the nodea is often referred to as the Arakawa C grid [4]. Velocities
elevationaare evaluated at dlffemntvalueafort. The discretequantitiesare denoted by: ‘

A finite differenmversionof (3) reads:

[&q = –6th– ti.(~u) - i$v(i%J)]~*)

Equation (7) -ures exact volume conservation.
Discretizationof the componentsof the momentumequation (4) gives:

[6,U = +?]:)*J

and EUrf=

(6)

(7)

(8).

Equation (7) through (8) deiineaan explicit finitedifferencemethod of secondorder accuracyfor which ii
and q ~ evaluated at subsequenthalf time steps,

A rigid impermeable wall ia representedby a sequenceof line segmentsparallel to the sxea. Each
segmentpasses through nodes for the correspondingnormal velocity componentwhich is set to sero. A
slide penetrating the water surface at a shore gives a non-zero normal flux at the boundary. Additional
complicationswill arise from the fact that the shoreline under such circumstancesmust be regarded as
time dependent.

A grid cell is defined se the volume elementcircumventedby straight lima normal to the velocity
directions in four velocity points around one point of’surface elevation. When the motion of the slide
causeathe depth in a grid cell to become negative, the shore line ia moved to the seasideof this cdl. The
last calculatedfluid volume”inthe cell, definedby

is spread equally over cells which have boundaries in common with the one drained, and stiJlhave a
“&witivedepth. Thus the total fluid volume ia kept constant.

The time incrementAt ia aijuated km the velocity of the slide in such a way that the slide can
not move further than one grid distanm P time step.

4 The slide catastrophe in Tafjord, April 7th 1934

The slide catastrophe iu Tafjord in 1934has been chosenfor a completeanalysis of a real event, m&ly
becausiia relatively large number of measuredrun-up heightsia available, fig.1.

Tktjorden is a branch of Storijorden, western Norway. The depth ia about 200-220 m. Approxi-”
mabely3 mill. m= of rock and screefell into the sea at thepaition indicatedin fig.1. According to the eye
witnezaeathe slide produced at least three separated huge wavea, with 3-4 minutes in ‘betwein. The sea
was very rough for more than half an hour, and did not became calm until 7-8 hours later. The measured
run-up heighti revealedhuge local variations. Forty people living in the villagea Fjcra and word were
killed aud there were severedamages along the shoreline.

The valuesused for the parametersgoverriingthe volume, the shape and the movementof the slide
are based mainly on the informationgiven in [2, 3]. The wave pattern estimatedby the model will develop
as shown in fig.2-fig.4. The first figure shows the wave pattern just outaide the slide area at t = 10.0 .s.
The maximum wave height is here 45.0 m. Fig.3 shows how the primary wave at t = 30.0 s impacts
the oppcuite side of the fjord with a height of about 25 m, while fig.4 shows one wave with amplitude
about 2 m approachingthe bend in the fjord liranchwhileanotherwavewith amplitudeabout 4 m ia
approachingtheinnermmtpartof thebranchat t = 75.0s.

5 Reflection of wave energy in the fiord bend

The numerical results indicate that maximum wave height near the shore line in the easternpart of the
tjord occured later than the time of arrival of the primary wave. Together with the persistenceof the
otmwed wave motion, this suggeststhat the energy wss ~mehow trapped.@nsidering thegeometryOf
the fiord, fig.1, it ia reasonable to link the energy trapping to the bend near Fj@ra. The reelectionand
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trammission in the bend is examined by estimatingthe energy wntenta at both aid& at t = 150.0s. At
this time the primary wave has passed the actual area.

The coefhcientof reflectionis defined as R = (~Eo – E. )/~Eo, where Eo is the pote&l energy
in the initial wave and Ew isthe energy in the westernpart of the fiord. By choosingsymmetric initial
conditions,we may assumethat approximatelyonehalfof the initialwaveenergyis propagatingtowarda
thebend. R representsthe fraction of this energy that is left in the easternpart of the tjord, i.e. inaide
the bend, after reflection.

h initial surface displacementoutaide the slide area w ahown in fig.5agives R = 33.4%, while the
displacementshown in fig.5b gives R = 84.0%. The more the extensionof the initial wave is reduced, i.e.
the clcmerwe come to a slide generated wave, the higher is the value of R. This verifiesthat most of the
energy in slide generatad waves is reflected in the bend: R = 98.6%. The high percentage of reflection
explains the obaervationaof at least three separated huge waves, aud why there was rough sea for more
than half an hour.

In view of the repeated rektiona we mayalsoexpectthe waves to interfere. In addition to varying
run-up conditionsalong the shore line, this explains the large local variationsobserved.

6 Standing waves, time series analysis

The occurenceof trainsof huge waveamay alsobe explainedas standing waves. In order to documentthis,
we anaIysed time seriesfrom differentpoints in the tjord, shown in fig.6. Aa an example, fig,7 showa the
timeaerieafrom point9 indicatedin thepreviousfigure. Fig.8givesthematchingamplitudespectrum. The
basic wave componentwith one nodal point on the mid-lineof the tjord tom- out with a large coefficient.
This indicates that we have crosswisestanding waves. As oppmmxlto the observations, the time series
indicatemore than three huge waves. This iEmoat likely because energy Ims due to wave breaking and
imperfect reflectionalong the shore line is neglected in the model. These effects would probably alm
smooth the time seriesby first damping the shorterwavea. Besidesone should keep in mind that only the
run-up height of the highest wavea have been recorded. Furthermore the eye witness discriptionadiffer,
and might be calkd into question. The amplitude spectra also confirm that the condition of long wavea
has been fulfilled.

7 Discussion of run-up heights

Fig,9 shows a comparison between measured and estimated run-up heights. The jagged appearance is
partly due to the decompositionof the grid, and partly due to local et@ta, On the north side there is
good agreementin Sylte, Fj@ra and Muldal, in addition to large values around the slide area as expected.
On the south side the curvehas got theright tendency,but the wave heightaare clearlyunderestimatedat
gentlebeach slopee. This is beemse run-up efecta are not properly representedin the basic model which
meumesperfect reflectionalong the ~hore line. The implementationof more realisticrun-up calculations
along the line of [5, 6] is in progress.

.,.

8 Conclusions

Meth6ds are developed to handle the complete process of a slide rushing into water and the pcwible
blwking of grid cells along the shore line, energy trmsfer from slide motion to water motion, wave
propagation in open w&r regiona by the shallow water equationa and estimation of run-up heighta iq
exposed areas.by reaulti from previousnumericaland experimentalstudies.

Tirnq @riea analysis and energy considerationsmnfirm that we may have energy trapping and
standing wavee in certainfiord geometric, as for instancein Tafjord.

In view of the complexity of the problem there is a surprisingly good agreement between model
predictionsand obeervationk. The model can thereforebe used for prediction of slide generated water
Wavea.

The author wish to thank Drs. B. Gjevik and G. Pederaenfor the bentit of many helpful discussions.
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ABSTRACT

A new method has been found whereby the+generation of tsunamis can be included
easily and simply ‘h a standard modelling system for vertically integrated 2–D .
flows. To simulate the run-up of the tsunami wave at the coastline, a new technique
– based on the introduction of narrow slots in the bed in each model grid – has
been developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A tsunami event can be divided Into three phases, each with its own physical
characteristics,namely generation at the sub-sea earthquake site, propagation to the coast
and run-up at theshore line.

Many authors have shown that the propagation phase can be well simulated in
mathematical models solting the depth-integrated shallow water wave equations (see e.g.
Uarren ~. Bundgaard, 1987). However, the generation and run-up phases present more
difficult physical problems.

When a tsunamigenic . earthquake occurs close to land the. transitory earth and water
movements can be important factors in determining the shape and height of the wave and the
subsequent run-up at the coastline. In~delling such situatiom it is necessary to incltide
the effects of the vertical and horizontal acceleration of the earth on the water
movements. A method will be presented whereby these accelerations can be easily and simply
included, in the 2-D depth-integrated shallow water wave equations, as mass and impulse
sourceterms.

At th~ coastline, an accurate”simulation of the run-up is necessary and this implies
a progressive flooding of dry land which is known to give rise to many difficulties in
numerical modelling. Successful.techniqueshave been developed for inter-tidal flats,‘but
tsunamis present a far more dyumic case to be simulated. A’ technique based on the
introduction of.narrow slots in thebed in each model g-ridpoint will be presented.

These new facilities hayebeen built into a 2-D d6pth-integrated shallow watim modal,
System 21,” which has been developedby the.Danish Hydraulic Institute.

,ti a test case for the above approach, the model has been used in a project:
“Prediction of seiching and tswis in Wellington Harbour”, prepared for the Museum of New
Zealand Te ‘PapaTongarewa. Selected results from this report will be presented.

2. THE D_-IMTEGMTED MODEL
The two-dimensional model (System 21), used as basis for the introduction of tsunami

generation and slots, is based on the vertically integrated equations for mass and momentum
consemation (the Saint Venant equations). The model is used for simulations of unsteady
free surface flows

~
Continuity : at

Momentum 3
: Dt

in homogeneous fluids. The model consists of the following equations:

+Vd-o

+20x3+@’lvc-uv2rj + m.~

C%*
ext

where ~ - water surface level; ~ - (p,q)T, P ~d qbeing *e fluxes In th~ X- ~dy-
directions, respectively; O - Coriolis tensor; g - acceleration due to gravity; h -
depth; v - eddy viscosity; C.- de Chezy resistance No.; $ext - =timl forcing; t“-

W1-1) I [h,l.l.k.l,

77
xl~k.1)gli.k.11Zl}.l.k”.1)

II*I

“ 44
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I

(2.1)

(2.2)

water
time.

FIGURB 1 _Mtl-1 grid adopted in System 21.
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The equations are solved by an implicit finite difference technique with variables

defined on “aspace-staggered,rectangular grid as shown in Fig. 1. The ADI (Alternating
directions -licit) algorithm wiht a,apecial ‘side-feeding’ technique is used to advance
the solution non-iteratively in time (Abbott et al., 1979).

The model, System 21, has been described in detail by Abbott et al., 1981.

3. “TS~I GEHERATIOll
The transitory movement of the seabed during a tsunamigenlc earthqualcecanbe divided.

into 3 separated movements, namely one vertical movement along the z-axis and two
horizontal movements along me x- and y-axes. These movements will result in an
acceleration of the earth and thereby also the waterbody. In ‘tietwo following chapters it
will be shown how the effect ofthese vertical and horizontal accelerations can be included
in the 2-D depth-integrated,model.

3.1 Vertical Movement of Sea Bed
The vertical movement of the sea bed can be modelled by “&I upthrust or downset of the

bathymetry grid points, see Fig. 2. The
acceleration of the waterbody which can be
source term, see Eq. (3.1).

direct follow of this movement is a vertical
incl~d in the continuity equation as”a mass

I
r—

—— —— —— —. —

r—
~- Z Zrn UPTHRUST”

-–--~––
j=l j j+l

FIGilRE 2 Upthrust of Sea Bed

Continuity:

(3.1)

The discretization of this new mass source term can be seen below in Eq. (3.2).

n+% - ~n
a2 ‘~ ~
3E- At/2

(3.2)

“The horizontal movement of the sea bed can be mddelled by giving the Water body an
acceleration in the opposite direction of the horizontal earth movement, see Fig. 3.
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This horizontal acceleration of the water body can be included in the momentum

equation as an impulse source term. It is shown below how ft is included in the x-
direction, see Eq. (3.3).

I I
I I
L —1 I
I
—— —— —— —— — ——— — i
I l-..+

I I
I u I
I I

I=
:
1-— — ——— ———— ——— — — - — —— — — —— — —— — — - J

FIGUKS 3 Horizontal Movement of Sea Bed with Velocity Ue

X-Homentum

where D - still water depth.

The discretization of this new impulse source

where

‘* -~ [D;+‘;+J

4. RUN-UP AT SHORELINE

[1Di3”e-.
at

term canbe seen in Eq. (3.4)

,:,,

(3.3)

(3.4)

To simulate “the run-up of the tsunandgenic waves at the shoreline a special approach,
including ‘slots’, will be applied. This approach was presented by Warren et al. (1985) for
the run-up of a solitary wave on a beach under the angle of 45 degrees.”

A ‘slot’ is a very narrow canal which is introduced in each grid point in the,,model,
seeFig. 4. That means that every grid point in the model will be a ‘water point’ at any
time during a simulation.

This introduction of a ‘slot’ at every grid point influences the mass-equation and the
water depth h in the 2-D dep,thintegrated model, System 21. The mass equation will now
look like Eq. (3.6).
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{
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F(A) =

,+(h)*-@ Scz

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

.

Instead of the water depth h, a new variable A(A) will be used in the equations to take the
‘slot area’ into account, see Eq. (3.9].

[:

{

(1-c)

Pi 1}e-~A - #
(z-z-mm c(l-A) + for Se

A(A) -

{

~ ,+(l-e) ~l-e”lj
(s-z)“+ (z-z_sMT) — P }

for S>2

‘K\

(3.9)



5. CASESTUDY
A study; ‘Prediction of aeiching and tsunamis in Wellington harbour, New Zealand’ was

carried out in 1989, using the above presented IIIodel.
The study was undertaken by Barnett Consultants Ltd. with a substantial contribution

from the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) who had previous experience with seismic wave
modelling, including a major study of tsunami effects in Morocco.

The region of Wellington harbour is subject to permanent ground displacements
associated with large earthquakes. A number of fault movement scenarios have been
identified in a New Zealand Geological Sutwey (NZGS) report.

This study investigates the harbour waves generated by seismic disturbance as
discussed in the above report, with main emphasis on the likelihood of such waves
overtopping the existing quay level at a proposed museum site.

Based on the estimates given by the NZGS it was &cided to simulate the 1855
earthquake translation of 4.9m horizontally with a duration of movement of between one and
three seconds. The immediate wave formed by the translation of steeply sloping beds such as
the breastwork surrounding the Museum site was of most interest, as all the local major
earthquake scenarios feature substantial horizontal movement. Since this wave is caused by
the collapse of the mound of water thrust up by the sudden lateral movement of the
breastwork, the wave impact on the Museum site is highly dependent on the wave dissipation
characteristics of the site perimeter. If no dissipation measures are taken the wave will
impact on building walls somewhat like a beach wave striking a sea wall, with a brief surge
in wave height as the wave reflects from the wall.

The selected results from this study is presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. As it can be
seen from these figures the duration of the horizontal translation is of great importance
to the wave run-up against the Museum building.

The ‘Glots’ in the above simulation is introduced in the quay to simulate the run-up
at the initial dry quay.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained in the above case study show that models generated by System 21

are capable of simulating the generation and run-up of tsunami waves.
The model has also been verified against simple test cases and shown a very good

agreement with analytical results.
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ABSTRACT

Morocco is probably the African country most affected by water waves generated by
submarine earthquakes. Morocca coasts on the Athmtic Ocean. are more exposed
to tsunami threat than the coasts to the East of the Straits of Gibraltar. The most
remarkable known example of tsuniimi hitting Morocco is the 1 Nov 1755 event: the
generating earthquake caused large damage in Lisbon as well as .in very many towns
and villages of the Iberian Peninsula, while the ensuing water wavek inundated violently
Southern Portugal, “Atlantic Spain and Morocco. The most recent tsunami recorded
along the Moioccu coasts is due to the 28 Feb 1969 M=7.3 etithquake occurred in
the region west-southwestwards of cape St.Vincent, that was the source of the 1755
seismic shock. Reports on tsunamis in Morocco are rare and scarcity of data makes
the application of traditional statistical methods to the sole tsunami dataset useless
in order to make hazard evaluations. In the present investigation tsunami data are
therefore complemented by the set of the available emthquake data, namely the 1901–
1986 seismic catslog of Morocco and surrounding areas assembled by the Institute
%ientifique, Rabat. Analysis of seismicity is used as an important tool to estimate
the potential for tsunamigenic earthquakes in the region and the ensuing hazards for
the Moroccan coasts.
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INTRODUCTION

Morocco is probably the country most affected by tsunzmi in the whole African
mntinent. All the known tsunamis were generated by either submarine or coastal
earthquakes. Morocco has a very long cosstline watered by the Atlatic Ocean to
the West and by the Mediterranean Sea to the East. The coasts on the Atlantic Ocean
are the most subject to tsunami attacks. The largest known tsunami investing Morocco
occurred on 1 Nov 1755: the generating earthquake (M=8.&9.0) caused severe damage
in many towns and villages of the Iberian Peninsula and especially in Lisbon. The
produced water waves inundated Southern Portugal and the Atlantic coasts of Spain and
Morocco with extraordinary violence. The tsunami was studied by several investigators
who posed special attention to the descriptions regarding Portugal and Spain (see for”
example Campos, 1989). In Tanger the maximum amplitude of the first wave was
estimated to be 17 meters (Debrach, 1946); sizeable waves were also observed in Sa16,

Rabat, Casablanca, EssWuira and Sdi. The most recent tsunami recorded along the
Moroccan coasts is due to the 28 Feb 1969 M=7.3 earthquake occurred in the same region
that was the source of the 1755 earthquake? that is some 200 km west-southwestwards
of cape St.Vincent. The catalog of tsu.na@s in Morocco includes only few events,
since tsunamis are rather infrequent and since in the past a positive scientific attention
to these natural phenomena wss scarse or even absent in Morocco as i.g many other

countries.. Paucity of data discourages the applicationof traditionalstatisticalmethods
to the sole tsunami data, since the resulting hazards evaluation would be unreliable.
In this study in order to integrate the scarce information content of the tsunami data,
recourse is made to the earthquake data: therefore the main dataset analyzed in this
investigation consists of a seismic catalog spanning the period 1901–1 986 and covering
Morocco and the surrounding area. Analysis of seismicity is used as amessential me~g
to estimate the potential for tsunamigenic earthquakes in the region and the consequent
hazards for the Atlantic and Mediterranean Moroccm coasts.

METHODOLOGY

If one takes into account the global neotectonic setting, the geodynamic processes
as well u the tisr&ity “of the considered region (see e.g. Udias et al., 1976; Hatzfeld
et al.,. .1977; Ben Sari, 1978), it seems that three important seismic zones cm be
identified as being seismically homogeneous at least for the” purposes of the present
investigation. The ,fi.rst tine embraces the Atlas chain and the interior of Morocco.

Seismic sources are here too distant from the sea to cause any perceivable perturbations
in the sea waters This region will be therefore ignored in the subsequent tsunami hazards
evaluation. The second zone embodies the Alboran Sea together with the encircling
coasts of northern Morocco, of north-eastern Algeria and simthern Spain. The third
region concerns the Atlantic Oce.im and the related coasts of eastern Morocco, of south-
eastern Spain and of -Portugal. The boundaries of the last two regions are depicted
in Figure 1, superimposed to. a map of the epicenters of the recorded earthquakes.
The seismic catalog used contains 4605 events. It consists of two separate sub catalogs:



one covers the interval 1901-1984 (Cherkaoui, 1988), the other spans the twe-year
period 1985-1986 amd is derived from the seismological annual bulletins of Morocco.
All events are included in a space window between 20°N to 38°N and OOW to 20°W.
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Figure 1. Map of the epicenters reported in the 1901-1984 catalog used in this researeh. Thick

lines delineate the boundaries of the two regions (Alboran Sea and Atlantic Ocean) that will

be individually analyzed in order to perform tsunami potential evaluations.

The study carried out consists essentially in the application of a method of analysis
that has been developed by one of the authors particularly to overcome the difficulties
arising from shortage of tsunami data. It. was already employed in studying tsunami
hazard in the Italian seas with satisfactory results (Tinti, 1990a and 1990b). The idea is
that tsunsmi activity rate maybe inferred from estimates of seismic potential in coastal
and marine regions; for the purpose these are partitioned into regular cells, inside each
of which the probability of occurrence of a tsunamigenic earthquake is evaluated.

The prelimi.nmy analysis of the used earthquake catalog of Morocco reveals that
an appreciable portion of catalog events is useless for our purposes, having no magnitude
nor intensity determinations. Only the events with either magnitude or intensity
specifications are considered. In order to produce a seismic data set suitable for the
subsequent analysis, intensities are converted into magnitudes by means of appropriate
transformation laws. These are sepmately determined for the three regions mentioned
above, i.e. Atlaa, Alboran Sea and Atlantic Ocean, tbough the partitionboundfi~ =

slightly modified for mnvenience. Standard atatistical routines are applied to evaluate
polynomial regression of intensities vs. magnitudes on the basis of the 745 earthquakes
with both intensity and magnitude specified. Only earthquakes with focal depth less
than a given threshold are selected, deeper earthquakes being jugded irrelevant for
tsunami generation. The threshold is estimated to be 100 km to account for the
significant focal-depth uncertainties: one of the earthquakes knowri to have produced a



tsunami observed on all atlantic Moroccan co&s is the 25 Nov 1941 M=8.3 earthquake
with a hypocenter determination of 81 km, that is an apparently overestimated value.
The total number of events retained after the above preparatory preelection phase is
4091 that is about 15% less than the original number of 4605.

The analysis of seismicity performed on the catalog so obtained involves a number
of steps applied distinctly in each region. First each regional catalog is examined
as regards completeness. It is known that the seismicity rate apparent from seismic
catalogs departs from the true rate = a result of incompleteness tiecting chiefly the
eldest historical portions. In order to study the completeness of a seismic series a
method can be used that is applicable on sequences of main shocks and on magnitude
classes (see Tinti and Mulargia, 1985). For each magnitude class the method allows
to evaluate the completeness period, to value the incompleteness level of any portion
of the catalog, to estimate both the mean true seismic rate of the region as well as
its spatial distribution (magnitudAass tru~eismicity maps). It essentially consists
of two phases. In the first phase the main shocks are detected, while aftershocks and
swzmns are removed by using a suitable window depending on time, on space and
on magnitude. It follows a second phase in which each magnitude class is repeatedly
tested against poissonianity through a Kolmogorov-Smirnov on~ample test. In the
present case the classes used are 2.4-3.0 ,...,6.0-6.6, integrated by the M > 6.6 class.
Once completeness analysis is finished, each region is partitioned into regular cells. The
aforementioned seismicity maps allow the computation of the coefficients a and b of the
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency law, that may be estimated by using suitable
maximum likeIyhood techniques (see e.g. Tinti, 1989).”

At this stage of the analysis, one is able to evaluate the true seismicity rate for the
desired range of magnitudes and for the desired cell in the region. The subsequent step
regards the evaluation of the tsunami potential of a cell, involving some assumptions on
the capability of an earthquake occurring in that cell to set in motion a tsunami. The
earthquake features that most influence tsunami generation are fault geometrys size,
and slip, focal mechanism, focal depth and location. Magnitude is frequently used to
represent the main characteristics of the earthquake source and hence is a reasonable
candidate to describe etihquake capacity of tsunami excitation. In the present study
a magnitude threihold (Mt ) has been established for ea@ cell: .Mt is assumed to be the
minimum magnitude for a tsunamigenic earthquake in that @ and at the same time
the hypothesis ii made that all earthquakes with larg& m&ni$udes do engender visible
tsunamis. ,,,.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
.,. ,,,

The analysis shortly described in the previous section had been applied to the
two regions shown in Figure 1, where it is known from tsunami literature that there are
so~ces active in producing tsunar& in the past (see e.g. Camp6s, 1990). The “Albora
Sea (region 1), that is the extreme western part of the Mediterranean Sea terminating at
the Gibraltar Strait, is a small region which is site of moderate seismicity. Earthquake
sources are difl!use and cannot be delineated neatly; but most of the recorded epicenters
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are clustered in the Sierra Nevada chain between the coastal towns of Malaga and
Almeria in Spain and in the zone lying on the opposite Moroccan coasts between
A1-Hoceima and Melilla. The Athmtic Ocean region considered here (region 2) is
comparatively much larger. The earthquake epicenters reported in the catalog are
not very numerous. They tend to concentrate in a rather narrow zone between 36”N
and 38”N, probably marking the margin between the African and the Eurasian plates.
The westernmost part of this zone, about a thousand kilometers far from the nearest
coastline, is characterized by an observed seismic rate that is not substantial, but large
earthquakes are not infrequent here where events exceeding magnitude 8 have been
recorded. Observed epicenters tend to cluster in the easternmost part of the seismic
belt, where national seismic networks provide a better coverage. Submarine sources
are here within a distance of a few hundreds of kilometers horn the Iberian and the
Moroccan coasts. A smaller group of epicenters maybe noted in the Azores Islands.

Region 1 has been partitioned in 30’ x 30’ cells. In each cell the mean rate
of tsunamigenic earthquake has been evaluated in two experiments based on difkrent
assumptions regarding the value of Mt. This has been supposed to increase with the

distance of the cell from the sea. For simplicity the functional dependence of M~ from
the sea distance has been specified by means of 4 discrete classes: class 1 includes all
cells fully or partially in the se=, classes 2, 3 and 4 include cells that are fully on land
and whose center distance from the nearest coastline is within the respective range of
0-30, 30-50, 50-75 (km). In the first experiment the set of Mt values attributed to the
four classes is 6.0, 6.5, 7.0 and 7.5, whereas in the second experiment the values are
slightly increased, being 6.6, 7.0, 7.4, 7.9 from classes 1 to 4 respectively. F@.res 2
and 3 show the results of our computations for both Mt assumptions, in terms of the
expected return period of tsunamis produced locally in each cell. By properly combining
the contribution of all cells according to probability theory, the mean return period of
the whole region may be evaluated. It is 71 years for first set of M~ values and 269
years for the second more conservative set. Though in our present study we are not
able to ~certain unequivocally which of the two sets is more suitable for the region
under consideration, it is however worth observing that the magnitude threshold for an
earthquake to be tsumunigenic seems to be less in the Mediterranean Sea than in most

other areas of the world (see Soloviev, 1990); which may favour the first choice against
the second. The cells with the highest tsunami potential are in the narrow seismic strip
between 3“W and 3.5”W stretching from the moroccan gulf to East of Melilla to the
opposite coast of Spain and including the ispanish Island of Alboran. A second relevant
source is found in the algerian coast between Or= and Mostaganem.

Region 2 has been subdvided into 1° x 1° cells, for each of which the same two
experiments have been performed that have been carried out for region 1. The return
times estimated for the whole area are respectively 9.5 yearn and 25 years. The results
are given in Figures 4 and 5. Both experiments attest that tsunami potential here is
substantially larger than in the contiguous region 1. Cent rarily to that region, there is no
clear preponderance of considerations favouring one set of Mt values over the other and
illumination on the subject may derive from future investigations. What is patently and
consistently inferable from both figures, however, is the identification of the tsunami.
sources. Two are the most import ant tsunamigenic areas: one covers the northwestern
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corner of the region, the other extends south-southwest of Cape St. Vincent. In Figure 4

they are almost the same strength, whereas in Figure 5 the former slightly predominates,

in virtue of the characteristic large-earthquake seismicity. The two zones are connected

by a narrow strip of cells with appreciable tsunami potential, which is consistent with

the epicenter clustering along the interplate oceanic margin. It is interesting to observe

that for both experiments that cell where the famous 1 Nov 1755 occurred is in the

number of the cells displaying the shortest tsunami return period and consequently the

highest tsunami activity.

As a conclusive remark, it may be stressed that, in spite of the scarsity of data ‘

found in the existing tsunami lists, by means of the present preliminary analysis the

most active tsumamigenic sources affecting Moroccan coasts have been identified, to the

East as well tc~ the West of the Strait of Gibraltar. Future analysis will be useful to

refine seismicit;y computations and will be especially helpful in guiding the assumptions

on the complex dependence of Mt on the earthquake parameters.
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A PROPOSAL FOR A NEW CATALOG ON TSUNAMIS
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA

A. Mammai - C. Gaspmini

Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica - ROU Italy

ABSTRACT

Several catalogs on tsunamis concerning single regions of the Mediterranean =ea (as Greece, Italy,
Portugal, Spain etc.) have already been published on literature. Unfortunately, none of them is so
complete to include all the events of the whole Mediterranean region. The aim of this study ie to create
an analytical cat slog in order to uni~ md digitize all the available data sets, as is already in existence for
the Pacific area. The catalog, in prepmation, consists of six interding sections articulated that is a main
part called the Main Cat slog and five more sections or subcat slogs, i.e. the Localities Subcatalog, the
Graphic Data Set, the ‘Digital” Subcatalog, the Revision Subcatalog and the Bibilographic Subcatalog.
All section will be detailed in the paper even by means of appropriate illustrative examples.

.
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The Main Catallog

The Main Catalog (M(C) represents the “body” of the catalog and contains all the relevant data on

tsunamis and their sources (earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, submarine landslides). The devised basic
record format is suited for the creation of a data bank easy to manage and to use (consider expansion,

deletion, insertion, information retrieval,etc.). An example of a typicrd MC string is given in Figure 1

where data pertinent to the tsunami following the Messina earthquake (Sicily-December 28, 1908) have

been inserted. The explanation of all the items included in the record will be given in the following with

the aid of the Figure 1.

MAIN CATALOG

code c t year m day h min ,sec ‘r
dt

locality name v ; A ~ depth I ML ;L MS MB sub-cat g, ref

I 111317Es 1[910181122180[4~o :?/7 @ ~EISISI I /N[/+ I 11111111 318111617A 1151513184 I710 1/7]5 qo 213 I L~Q RIB ~T

A

c

Determining Cause

E = Earthquake
L = Landslide

V = Vole. Eruption
D = Doubt

B

Type

Landslide: Earthquake and Vole. Eruption:

S =! Submarine S = Submarine
C =: Coastal L = In Land

Uncertainty of Date and Time

non instrumental instrumental

F < 15 min A<5aec

G 15 min -1 hour B < 15 sec

ii hour C < 36 sec
I day D< 1 min
L month E>lmin
M year

+ - A Reliability

non instrwn. in$trum.

P r<5km A

Q r <lOkm B

R T <15 km 6’

s T <20 km D

T T <25 km E

u T >25 km F

I Subcatalogs References

LM = Maps (i.e. pictures, isoseismal maps, etc.)

G

E

Figure 1: Example of the Main Catalog record (A) fdled with data of the Messina tsunami (1908). In parts B to G the

explanationsof the items reported in the record itself are shown.

1.0- Event Code: the first item is a numeric code unambiguously identifying the event. It should

be pointed out that the code may be used as a key to obtain all further information on the tsunami,

cent ained in the sub cat slogs.

2.0- Dei$ermining (%use: is a single character indicating the main cause of the tsunami. As explained

in Figure 1- Part B, if the cause is an earthquake it is marked with the letter E, while V will be used
for a volcanic eruption and L for a landslide. When the cause is unknown or uncertain, as often occurs
for ancient events, the letter D (doubt) is used.

Detailed information on the determining cause is given in the items immediately following the first

two, here after described i:n points 3.0 to 9.0. Generally, the largest number of information is available

when the cause is an earthquake, while in the case of both a landslide and a volcanic eruption the

non-empty items will be restricted to date and time, coordinates, name of the locality where the event

took place and type of landslide or eruption.
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3.0- Type: by means of a literal code is possible to know if the determining cause is submarine (S)
or coastal (C) in case of Iansdslides, submarine (S) or in land (L) in case of earthquakes and eruptions

(see Figure 1- Part C).

4.0- Date and l?e/iaWty Index: the complete date of the cause includes year, month, day and hour

in which the event took place. The related uncertainties are specified by means of a reliabilityy index

that is the item of the MC record denoted as “rd”. The code, shown also in Figure 1- Part D, is: M

= uncertainty in the year; L = uncertainty in the month; I = uncertain y in the day; H = uncertainty

in the hour; G = uncertainty in the range 15 minutes - 1 hour; F = uncertainty ~ 15 min. The non

instrument al data generally refer to ancient events for which the uncertainty on the information is rather

high.

5.0- Time and Re2iaZNity Index: complete information on time includes minutes and seconds of the
onset oft he tsunamigenic event. Typically this item, denoted as “rt” in the MC record shown in Figure

1, will be filled in only for causative events for which instrumental records are available. A letter code

is again used as a reliability index (see Figure 1- Part D).

6.0- Locality Name: it is the geographical name of the place or of the region where the tsunamigenic

event occurred (in the case of an earthquake it refers to the epicenter).

6.1- Locality Coordinate and Reliability Indexes: geographical latitude and longitude, both expressed

in degrees and thousandths of degrees. In the example in Figure 1 the epicentral coordinates are reported,

taken horn the Italian seismic catalog (Console et al.,1979). Uncertainties in coordinates (reliabilityy

indexes) are expressed by a literal code based on a kilometric scale, displayed in Figure 1- Part E. In

the MC record these indexes are indicated as “r~b~and “rA”. In the case of an earthquake the “non
instrument al” data come from macroseismical observations.

7.0- Focal depth: if the tsunami was caused by an earthquake three spaces in the MC record are

reserved for the focal depth, expressed in kilometres. As regards Italy, this is taken from the Italian

seismic catalog.

8.0- Intensity always in the case of an earthquake, the next item is the epicentral intensity, here

defined as the maximum value of the intensity felt in land, based on the Mercalli -Cancani-Sieberg
(MCS) scale.

9.0- Magnitude: im.forrnation about the tsunamigenic earthquake include magnitude value as well.

As may be seen in Figure 1, we have a local magnitude (ML) and the number of stations used for its

determination (ST-MIL); then the surface-wave magnitude (MS) and the body-wave magnitude (MB)

are reported. Also these data are taken from the seismic cat dog.

As ‘already mentioned, the largest number of information is obtained when the determining factor of

the tsunami is an earthquake. Therefore, in the case of both landslides or eruptions (less frequent than

earthquakes), the part of the MC record reserved for seismic data will remain empty.

10.0- Subcatalogs hteferences: emph&sis is here placed on the need for five sub catalogs (or collections),

that integrate the main catalog, and that can be used separately for specific purposes. The first subsec-

tion (L) is the Localities Subcatalog and contains all the localities known to be affected by the tsuhami;

the second collection (G = the Graphic Data Set) reports all graphic @formation available for the event;

the third one (D= the “Digital” Subcata30g) contains digitized mareograms (when available), the fourth

sub cat slog (R= the Revision Sub cat slog) reports all updatings and revisions on the tsunami. Finally
there is a fifth sub cat slog (B= Bibliographic Sub catalog) for the bibliography used for the compilation
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of the whole catalog. The detailed description of all above subsections will be given in the following.
The item “sub-cat” in the MC record id used to specify the subcatalog or subcatalogs in which further
information on the tsunami may be found. In this way, an overall picture is straightforwvdly available
of the kind of information archived for the tsunami of interest (see Figure 1- Part F).

11.0- Graphic lle~erenceg: the last part of the MC record gives some further idormation about the
graphic data set; in fact this part tallowsto know immediately what kind of graphic data are contained
in the graphic subcatalog. The explanation of this part is shown in section G of Figure 1.

The Localities Subcatalog

A tsunami, depending on its size, usually involves several localities along the coast, in different times
and with different dects. It is therefore necessary to create a data bank containing information on all
localities tiected by the event. To this purpose, a localities subcatalog has been devised where all the
places involved in the smne tsunami are listed in correspondence with the same code number used to
identify the event in the Main Catalog. Figure 2 shows an example of three records of this subcata.log
allreferring,forconvenience,to the Messina tsunami alreadydescribedin Figure

informationreportedin therecordofthe LocalitiesSubcatalog(LS), see Figure2.

LOG4LITIES SUBCXTALOG

1. To analyseall

code c year m day h min w ‘n
dt ~ A r aw h max ~ n.wav I d At r Tm locality name

Ilpl 7 E 1191Q8112a8 014 310I IF317171310115MO12 Ill 151810v I I 410 I I Ill 1115RIII ~ITO 1111111111

code c pw
rm day h min * d; p aw h max ~ n.wav I d At r Tm locality name

11]317 E 119101s112218014315 I IF317p121 4 1151L7419 Ill 1111710 ; II 510 II II 115 l-l II am LIE~ISI I ~ I 1111[1 I

code c jar m day h min = j; p A f aw h max ; n.uw I d At r Tm Iocaliiy name
m

llpl 7 E lIWW 112A8 c%l216 I IF?m 107 11515 Ill 181010c II 410 II 1116 -’ II a@qLIAITII I MFvRI NW I I I II

Uncertainty of Date and Time

non inatmmentld imtmmlenti

F <16 min A<6aec

Q lSmin-l hour B<16aec

H hour C< S5aec

I dag D<lmin

L month E>lmin

M Vear

A

At Reiiabi/&

E = liiatorical Data
I . Ina~~nti[ DaQ

rWave Height

hiatoriuzl hwtimental

data data

N< 50cm A< .!icm

Osloocm B<15cm
P>loocm C>15cm

-2: Emmple of threerecords of the Localities Subcatalog referred to the Meaaina tsunami. In parta A to E the

explanations of the items reported in the records are ehown.

1.0- JJoent Code: as in the MC record, also in this record the first item is the code of the event which
plays a fundamental role in identi&ing the number of localities affected by the sszne tsunh.

2.o- Determining Cawe: by means of the sue letters used in the MC record, the main cause of the
tsunti is reported.



3.0- Date and Reliability Index in the LS record the date in which thetsunami took place at a -
specific locality is reported. The complete date includes year, month, day dnd hour: for these data a
reliability index (the item ‘rdn in the LS record) is used to specify the uncertainties. This index is
expressed by means of different letters for instrurmmtal and non-instrumental data, as shown in Figure
2 -Part A.

3.1- !Wne and ReliabilityIndez: if tide-gauge are available, complete information on time includes

also minutes aud m,conds in which the tsunami affected the locality of interest.( Of course it’s usual to

find different times for different localities involved in the same tsunami, according to the distance of the

locality from the source). A letter code is again used as a reliability index ( %“ in the LS record), as

in Figure 2- Part A.

4,0- Localitp Cooniinaiea and Reliabilit~ Indeaz for each locality tiected by the tsunmni geographical

coordinates, expressed in degrees and thousandths of degrees, are reporte”d. ,Any uncertainties that may
arise based on the extent of the locality itself along the coast are expressed by a literal code (item of
the LS record denoted as “r”). This reliability index is based on a kilometric scale and shown in Figure
2- Part B.

5.0- First Motion: next item in the LS record is the first motion of the sea, denoted x Yin”. It
allows to know the behaviour of the sea at the beginning of the phenomenon at each locality; i.e. if
the sea recedes from the mast or runs up suddenly flooding the coast itself also for may metres. This
datum is expressed by mems of two letters: R = run up, W = withdrawal (see Figure 2- Part C).

6.0- Amount of Withdmwak if the first motion is a withdrawal, the item of the LS record denoted
aa ‘awn is the amount of the withdrawal itself, expressed in metres.

7.0- Wave Heighfi it is the maximum height reached at each locality, in centimetres. It is necessary
to distinguish instrumental data horn historical oiw; to this purpose different letters are used in the
part of the LS record denoted as ‘rh” (see Figure 2- Part D).

8.0- Number of Waves: for a full description is very interesting to know some peculiar information
as, for instance, the number of waves observed at a specific locality during the event. This datum is
reported in the LS record in the spaqe tilled “n.wav.”.

9.0- Intensit~ on the basis of the effects produced by the waves on the coast in a specific locality,
it’s possible to evaluate the tsunami’s intensity at that locality, referred to the modified Sieberg scale
(Ambrzweys, 1962). In the LS record this information is denoted as ‘I?.

10.0- Perturbation Lenght: the item of the LS record indicated aa ‘d” reports the duration of the
perturbation observed at each locality, qressed in hours. Generally this datum is very questionable in
term of precision, unless instrumental data are available.

11.0- Zkwel- Time and Re/iabiiit~Index in the LS record the three spaces marked with ‘Atn contain
information about the travel-time. It is the time, in minutes, taken by a wave to reach the locality of
observation from the source. In the case of non-instrumental data (historical data) this parameter is
quite uncertain because it is related to the origin time of the tsumunigenic event and its reliability index.
If instrumental data are available, this parameter C* give important information about the source of the
tsunami. Therefore a reliability index is introduc~, by means of a literal code, in order to distinguish
if we have a historical datum (H) or = instrumental one (I) (see Figure 2- Part E)

12.0- Wave Pericd if instrumental data are available, in the LS record the mean period of the
wavea is reported (“Tmn). It is obtained by the mean of the first three waves reached at the locality of
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observation.

13.0- Locality Name: the last item in the LS record is the name of the locality involved by the
tsunami.

Graphic Data Set

This subcatalog is a collection containing the graphic material - photographs,
recordings, drawings, etc.- related to a specific tsunami.Allthematerialreferringto

maps, tide-gauge

thesame tsunami

is gathered under the same code number used to identify the event in the Main Catalog and in the
sub catslogs. Figure 3 shows an example of some photographs and tide-gauge recordings for the Messina
tsunami hold in this data set.
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Figure S: Tid-gauge recordingsof Malta (a) and Palermo, Neaples and Civitav=chia (b) for the Messina tsunami. The

two photographs show the damages pmducod by the tsunami reapectivclyin A.Ichi (c) and Pellaro (d). (after Platania,1909)
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“Digital” Subcdalog

This mbcatalog collects aU the digitized waveforms of the tidegauge recordings, when they are
available.

,’ Revision Sub catalog

The data stored in the Main Catalog and in all the subcatalogs are often subject to changes and
updatings following further researches. The Revision Subcatslog (RS) consists of a file cent aining one or
more record for each event that underwent changes (i.e. in the date or time of the event, intensity, height
of the waves, etc.). In each RS record the old data are retained, supplied with the date of the variation.
Moreover, if an event is considered false during the study, it is removed horn the Main Catalog but it is
conserved in the Revision Sub catalog.

BibliograpKlc Subcatslog

This subsection consists in a file containing all the sources utilized to describe a specific tsunami,
collected under the same code number. Therefore, if it is”necessary to see which references were used to
study a tsunami, it is sufficient to enter into the file recalling the code number of the pertinent event.
In Figure 4 an example of a part of the file containing the sources for the Messina tsunami is shown.

1s7
ALF’ANO G. B.- “Gliepicentn skmici dell’ltalia ccm

partimlare nguardo a quelli rov-inosi, disastrosi e disastrosimimin,
Bollettino Soaet& Naturalist in Napoli , vol XLVI, Atti, Napob
1934.

BARATTA M. (1936)- I temernoti dWlia. “FL Ace. Naz.

Lkein, pubblic. dells Comm. ital. per 10 studio delle grandi
cakrnitk, vol. VI. k Monnier, Fitenze 1936.

CAVASINOA.(1935)-1terremoti d’Italia nel trcntacin-
quennio 1899-1933. App. al vol. IV, ne+rIII delle memorie FL Uff.
Centr. Meteorologic e Geoiisica. Istituto Poligrr&co dello State,
Roma 1935.

CAROZZO M.T., DE VISINTINI G., GIORGETTI F,,
IACCARINO E. (1973)- General Catalogue of Italian ea~hquakes.
Cornitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare (CNEN) RT/pN t. (73) 12,
Roma 1973.

HECK N. H. (1947)- List of S&3miC aca ~W12S. “Bull. of

Saam. Sot. of -can, 37, October, 1947, n.4.

PLATANIA G. (1909)- II maremoto dello Stretto di Messina

del 28 Dicer bre 1908. “Bo1l. Sot. Sism. Ital.”, vol. XIII, 1908-
1909.

Figure 4 Example of a part of the file of the Bibilographic SubCatalog referred to the Messina tsunami. All texts are

collectedunder the code number (137).
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COASTAL ALGERIAN EARTHQUAKES:
A POTENTIAL RISK OF TSUNAMIS IN WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN?

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

A. YELLES CIL40UCHE

Centre de Recherche en Astronomic, Astrophysique
et Geophysique (C.R.A.A.G.), B.P. 63, Bouzareah,
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ABSTRACT

A careful analysis of the algerian seismic catalogs and other reports has revealed

several examples of tsunamis that have occurred along the Algerian coast (Algiers, 1365;

Djidjelli, 1856...). Results of this first investigation indicate that the shallow coastal

seismicity of the northern part of Algeria, as well as the associated submarine slides of

unconsolidated sediments in the Algerian continental slope, maybe responsible of these

tsunamis. Their occurrence, with a severity however much less important than that

of the major tsur~amis in other regions, requires intensive investigations for a reliable

determination of the tsunami hazard along the Algerian coast.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Historically the Western Mediterranean basin in comparison with other regions

(the Pacific and Atlantic ocems, the Eastern Mediterranean) has been less affected
by important tsunamis. However, careful analysis of historical documents and recent
observations have shown that coastal earthquakes and submarine slide-generated
turbidity currents taking place in this area might be responsible for tsunamis of various
size. Indeed, several examples could be mentioned: in the region around Nice in 1887
(Capponi et al., 1980) and 1979 (Genesseaux et al., 1980); on the eastern coast of Sicily

(Guidobofi and Tilnti, 1990); on the spankh coast (Campos, 1990); and all these examples
point out the actual risk of tsunamis in the Western Mediterranean sea.

In Algeria, little is known about sea level oscillations affecting the Algerian
coast. The first reason of this is because of the relatively rare occurrence of these
phenomena. The second reason is the scarcity of historical reports and a further reason
is the lack of adelquate equipment. At the Algerian Geophysics Center (C.R.A.A.G.),
these investigations have been just started with the main purpose of evaluating and
quantifying the risk of tsunamis generated by local and remote sources, particularly of
those events determined by the Algerian coastal seismicity that could appear as one
of the major causes of tsunamis in the Western Mediterranean sea. In this paper,
some characteristics of the Algerian seismicity are presented, in consideration of their
importance in the tsunami generation. In the second part of the paper several examples
of tsunamis observed along the Algerian coast will be illustrated.

2. ALGERIAN SEIISMICITY

Algerian seismicity is known from the fourteenth century when the first earthquake
was described and reported on documents (As Suyuti, 1505; Delphin 1922). It occurred
on January 2nd, 1365 in Algiers and destroyed almost all the town. In order to synthesize
all Turkish and French archives containing reports on historical earthquakes, various
seismic catalogs were been compiled during the last decades (Roth6, 1950; Grandjean,
1954; Benhallou and Roussel, 1971; Benhallou, 1980). Their analysis reveals that the
algerian seismicity is essentially concentrated in the northern part of the country. Taking
into account the viaried geological setting of this area forming the southern branch of
the Alpine chain, tlhe seismic activity can be mainly divided into three zones: the Tellian
Atlas, the High Plateaus and the Saharian Atlas (see Fig. 1). On considering the location
and the occurrence frequency of Algerian earthquakes, one can conclude that the Tellian
Atlas and its coastal front are the most important seismic zones. These zones, directly
exposed to the collision between the African and the European plates, are more deformed
than the others, which induces a more intense seismic activity. Recently these areas were
subjected to several large ‘events that provided valuable information about the tectonics
of North Algeria. Among these events we can mention the E1-Asnam earthquakes (1954
M=6.7 and 1980 M=7.3), the Constantine earthquake (1985 M=6.0) and the Tipaza - Mt
Chenoua earthquake (1989 M=6.1). A summary of the most important results obtained
from studying these events can be outlined as follows.
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The El Asnam (west central Algeria) earthquake of October 10th, 1980, the most
important event recorded in northern Algeria, was of magnitude Ms =7.3. It was due
to a thrust fault, visible at the Earth surface for a distance of about 40 km in length,
dipping 52° to the NW and associated with a fold oriented N70 (Meghraoui, 1988). The
focal mechanism, in a remarkable concordance with surface tectonics and aftershock
distribution, displayed a left lateral thrusting movement (Ouyed et al., 1981). The
results of different studies carried out after this event, have pointed the importance of
compressional phenomena that actually affect the Tellian Atlas, confirming at the same
time the NNW-SSE shortening direction between the European and African plates (Mc
Kenzie, 1972).

The Constantine (eastern Algeria) earthquake occurred five years later on October
27th, 1985 and was of magnitude M~=6.O. Results of field observations and station
recordings indicated pure sinistral shearing along a N45 nearly vertical fault plane
(Bounif et al., 1987).

More recently on October 29th, 1989, the northern part of the Tellian Atlas (Tipaza
region, central Algeria) was once again shaken by an earthquake of magnitude M~=6. 1
causing 29 victims. In the seismic sequence that followed, several important aftershocks,
most of them located offshore, were recorded. The macroseismic epicenter of the main
shock was located at Sidi Amar, a small village 80 km west of Algiers (Fig. 2). Field
investigations in the epicentral area showed discontinuous surface ruptures over 5 km
with an average displacement of 7 cm and corresponding to flexure slip on folded terrains
(Meghraoui, in press). The focal mechanism solution, calculated from first motion
polarities observ(ed on long and short period seismograms of global networks (WWSSN,
GDSN) yielded to a reverse faulting mechanism associated with a fault plane striking
N45 and dipping 60° to the northwest (Bezzeghoud et al., in prep.). One interesting
aspect of this event is the distribution of the seismicity between the continent and
the offshore side involving an offshore extent of 20 km of the inland faulting. Hence,
this event reveals that many coastal earthquakes recorded previuosly could have been
rnislocated as the offshore seismicity has been very often dubious.

From a global review of all results obtained from the study of coastal events; several
relevant points can be emphasized. First of all, it is now well established that this seismic
activity is the consequence of the convergence between the European and African plates
inducing in some cases large events that cause severe damage to human environment
(buildings, dams..). On land, landslides as well as fault escarpment and liquefaction
phenomena can blesometimes observed.

In the three previous examples, we could note that the seismicity is differently
expressed from east to west. Meghraoui (1988) indicates that, in fact, two domains can
be distinguished. He explained that, in the east, recent tectonics is manifested in the
meridional Tell b,y an E-W major dextral strike-slip fault and by NE-SW sinistral dip-
slip and strike-slip faults. In south Bejaia (200 km east of Algiers) and towards the
Hodna basin, the strike-slip faults are associated with folds and could present a reverse
mechanism. In the west, the deformation showing a NNW-SSE compression is expressed
in the northern %11 inside Plio-Quaternary basins such as the Mitidja and the Cheliff
basiqs. Thrust faults are the main active structures occurring in these regions.
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Offshore, the seismicity is lower and is distributed all over the margin. Some
authors (Auzende, 1975) suppose that this seismicity may result from a subduction
process between the African and the European plates, but no evidence of a Benioff
zone has been yet demonstrated. On the other hand, the coastal distribution of these
earthquakes indicate that these events could be generated by structures that correspond
to the extent of those seen inland as it was observed in the last Tipaza - Mt Chenoua
earthquake. Hence, the offshore deformation pattern could be, for some events, similar
to that observed for events occurring on the continent.

From the study of the E1-Asnam earthquakes it has been proven that these
strong coastal earthquakes destabilized the unconsolidated sediments of the continental
slope inducing turbidity currents (El Robrini et al., 1985). Furthermore, one of the
characteristics of the algerian earthquakes is their shallowness. A statistical study
carried out by Roussel and Benhallou (1971) points out that the most frequent depth
of algerian earthquakes is around 8 km and that no earthquakes over a depth of 20 km
have been recorded so far. Finally, our investigation has revealed that several coastal
earthquakes have induced tsunamis of various size.

In the following part, we will present the different cases where tsunamis have
been observed along the algerian coastline. In concluding this section, it is important
to stress that the c~ccurrenceof these tsunamis leads to the evidence that the particular
characteristics of the coastal earthquakes presented above plays an important role in
their generation.

3. ALGERIAN TSUNAMIS

Because of the inexistence of archives concerning tsunamis in the algerian
administration or in other public officies (libraries...), identification of different algerian
tsunamis was carried out from the various seismic catalogs or from previous works on
algerian seismici~y (Roth6, 1950; Ambraseys, 1982, 1988).

The first historical algerian tsunami corresponds to the first reported known
algerian earthquake (January 2nd, 1365) in the catalogs. Ambraseys and Vogt (1988)
who mention this event indicate that part of the city of Algiers was flooded at that time.

Roth6 (1950) as well as Arnbraseys and Vogt (1988) mention that the violent shock
of November 8th, 1802 that occurred in the region of Kolea (20 km west of Algiers) was
felt on board by several ships 30 miles offshore and that agitation of the sea in the Bay
of Algiers was observed.

Continuing their description of the most important earthquakes that affected
Algiers region and its surrounding, Ambraseys and Vogt (1988) report that the strong
earthquake that shook the region of Gouraya (200 km west of Algiers) on January 15th,
1891 was followed by a tsunami: to a first withdrawing of the sea of about 30 m followed
a return that flooded the shore. Six miles away from Cape Cherchell, a Norvegian ship
called “Porro” reported three of four large waves traveling from south to north.



The Tsunami of I)jidjelli, August 21st, 1856

Because of the severity of the phenomenon, the Djidjelli tsunami of August 1856
has been extensively described. Thus, compilation of all reports and documents allowed
Roth6 (1950) and Ambraseys (1982) to provide a lot of information relative to this event.
The authors report that on August 21st, 1856, Djidjelli, a small town located 300 km east
of Algiers, was hit by a strong earthquake felt over a large area (i.e. from Algiers in the
west to La Cane in the east and from Batna in the south to Nice in the north) in a radius of
about 700 km. Thleshock was strongly felt by the aviso “Tartar”, 15 miles N 7E of Djidjelli
on which the crew were almost thrown on deck. Ambraseys mentions that, following
the shock, the sea retired for some distance and suddenly returned flooding the low
lying part of the coast. On the following day, a second important shock of intensity VIII
almost destroyed the town (Fig.3). A water wave 2 to 3 m high, triggered by the shock,
flooded the coast a number of times and during three days the sea remained turbulent. At
Bougie, the sea withdrew about 35 m and then returning, flooded the shore three times.
As to the other localities, the authors mention that at Mahon (Minorca) flooding of the
harbour led to the brake of the boats moorings. All the information obtained from this
seismic crisis supports the evidence that the epicentral region could have been located
few kilometers north of Djidjelli and that the tsunami would have been generated by a
turbidity current similar to that triggered by the Orleansville earthquake of September
9th, 1954.

More recentil~ Campos (1990), in her study of the tsunami hazards on the Spanish
coasts, assumes that the two earthquakes of E1-Asnam region (1954, 1980) produced
tsunamis that were recorded by Spanish stations. Thus, the author reveals that the
tsunami generated by the first earthquake took 180 min to reach Malaga and 50 min
to reach Alicante where a rising of tide level of 34 cm was noticed. The second event
produced oscillations on tide levels in Alicante, Malaga, Ceuta and Algesiras.

Following the last earthquake that occurred in the l?ipaz,a region (October 29th,
1990), interview~s of inhabitants of the coastal villages have been carried out by a

C.R.A.A.G. team. Among the persons who were at that time in the port of these villages
some of them remarked an unusual agitation of the ships and a small rising of the sea.
Some fishermen explained that the shock”was strongly felt on board of their boats which
were moved up blyan anomalous seawave. However, analysis of the recently installed
tidegauge in the Algiers harbour shows no special signal neither for the main shock of
the October 29th nor for the strong aftershock of April 12th, 1990 (ML = 5.2) (see Fig.3).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our first investigation has revealed that several tsunamis have been observed
along the Algerian coast. Although these tsunamis have, in general, locally affected
the Algerian coast, the previous examples have revealed that in some cases their effects
were felt in the surrounding areas.

Among the various sources which could be involved in the generation of these
tsunamis are the large coastal earthquakes. At present, nothing is known about their
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own capacity to trigger tsunamis. We onIy know that a part of these coastal earthquakes
have generated sea wave oscillations and we suppose that the characteristics presented
above, such as shallowness for example, play a role in the triggering of these tsunamis.
On the other hanld,recent studies have proven that the sediment cover in the continental
slope could be destabilized by these large earthquakes and consequently the generated
submarine slides could produce tsunamis.

Compared INother regions, the tsunami hazards in Algeria seems to be rather low.
Nevertheless, the analysis of historical documents reveals that there is a clear risk that
is important to evaluate.
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Figure1.Seismicitymap ofnorthAlgefia(fkomBenhallou,1985).
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Figure2.Iaoseismdmap oftheMt Chenoua-Tipazaearthqude
ofOctober27th,1989.
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1982).
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ABSTRACT

This specHic work has been done in the frame of researches envisaged
to propose interpretations of certain local shallow earthquakes (that is those
earthquakes that have a hypocenter at !540 km depth and that, with reference
to the Adriatic foredeep, are located along the eastern side of the Italian peninsula)
and extended to investigate local tsunami generation (Finzi-Contini, 1977, 1981a,
1981b, 1982a, 1982b, 1986,1988, 1989a and 1989b).

In order b clarify some kinematical features of the proposed tsunaxnigenic
mechanism, very simple experimental models are described. Their respon~e is
compared with that of suitably devised mathematical models.
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1. Introducti~

According to a number of geodynamical and geophysical evidences (Giese
and Morelli, 1975; Mongelli et al., 1975), a very schematic uni-dimensional
visco-elastic model was suggested by the author (Finzi<ontini, 1977) in order
to explain certain features characterizing the eastern side of the Apennine ridge,
running along the Italian peninsula: namely the horizontal deformations and the
qualitative distribution of seismic events. Subsequent developments of this visco-
elastic approach (Finzi-Contini, 1982a and 1982b) – supported by further pieces
of informaticm (Corrado and Rapolla, 1977; Scandone, 1979) – have provided a
more adequate representation for a mechanism able to justify particular families
of seismic events having a hypocenter in the 540 km depth range.

2. Recent visco-elastic models and possible tsunami generation

It has to “beemphasized that one advantage of the visc~lastic approach is that
it takes into account even very small stresses that are able to induce continuous
deformations within the considered gee-structures, no equilibrium configuration
being reached, whereas the opposite case holds for elastic systems. In particular,
this scheme represents geophysical responses of sub-regional situations (Finzi-
Contini, 1981!a, 1982b and 1986), repeatedly occurring along the Apennine ridge

(see for example Salati, 1971 for the Modenese Apennine): from SE to NW, that
is from Irpinia to Romagna, one can see sub-regional gravimetric highs along an
evident gravimetric trough parallel to the ridge itself (Adriatic foredeep), those
highs being related to topographical highs and groups of seismic events (see also
Mantovani and Boschi, 1982). In addition to this, relation with geothermal features
has been shown (Panichi et al., 1982; Finzi-Contini, 1988). All these aspects are
illustrated in Figures 1 to 3.

Effects ]produced by sudden perturbations for elementary examples have
been already described by using Laplace transform procedures in connection
with both hazard and energetic considerations (Finzi-Contini, 1989a and 1989b).
Summarizing, the used visco-elastic approach accounts for quite a large group of
mechanical phenomena, ranging from very short time scale events to extremely
slow surface evolutions, such as landslides possibl y caused by gee-structures acting
from below (Finzi-Contini, 1986; see also Almagi& 1931; Cavasino, 1931; Oddone,
1931; Crescedi, 1982; Crescenti et al., 1983). More recent studies in the area of
the finite-element theory are developing this line of research. (Finzi-Contini and
Majorana 1989a and 1989b; Finzi-Contini et al., 1989a and 1989b).
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Figure 3. A more detailed picture of the Maiella topographic high area (Finzi-Contini, 1988).

Dots represent epicenters: simple dots (M larger than 3), dots with bar (M larger than 4).

Continuous heavy lines mark the zero-borders of the gravimetric negative trough, running

parallel to the Apennine ridge.

3. The proposed inland tsunamigenic mechanism

According to a suggestion by Soloviev (Soloviev, 1989; Finzi-Contini, 1989b),
particular attention has been devoted in selecting those situations suitable to admit
tsunami generation associated with inland collapse mechanisms.

3.1 A simple tsunamigenic mechanism.

At this stage of the present research, only elementary gee-structures
are considered in order to discuss a simple tsunamigenic mechanism. The
tsunamigenic gee-structures consists indeed of a model-land, a model-sea and a
model-perturbation as maybe seen in Figure 4.

This gee-structure is pseudo-twodimensional, in the sense that the genera~d
model-tsunami can be described by a unidimensional independent coordinate, say
x, at the instant of the sudden perturbation imposed to the model-land. At this
instant, a new approximate profile (y coordinate) for the model-sea can be drawn.
The model-land deformation may be studied by means of the Laplace transform
techniques, as mentioned earlier on. The motion of the sea-model after the time of
the sudden perturbation is not considered in detail by this work, since the attention
is mainly focused on the generation phase.

3.2 Laboratory ~experiments. “

At this propaedeutic level, it has been considered useful to arrange a
tentative experimental model, in order to inspect certain qualitative features of the



seismogenetic model concerning tsunami generation. At present, the experimental
model is proposed in a one-dimensional version, since it is much simpler to build up.
The suggested model scheme is shown in l?igure 5, while the experimental results
are presented in Pigure 6.

Actually, in the laboratory experiments that are presently being carried out,
the model-land is simulated by a mainly elastic rubber plate, about 1 cm thick, 30
cm wide and 120 cm long. This rubber plate is suddenly stressed acmrding to the
scheme shown in Pigu.re & which is the model-perturbation phase. The model-sea
is simulated by a commercial fluid soap. At thisstigeofthe work, the model-sealine
movements can be easily appreciated by carefid visual inspections on a reference
tier.

4. Preliminan conclusions

A number of positive conclusions can be already suggested at this level of the
present research programme, even in spite of the very limited financial support.

Pirstly, the suggestion by Soloviev appears quite consistent with the basic
shallow earthquake seismogenetic model already discussed elsewhere.

On the other hand, the possibility of building up an experimental laboratory
model to study the transient aspects of the considered phenomena seems very
profitable, also in view of three-dimensional extensions.

In addition to this, the possibility of using dMerent viscous fluids to obtain
model responses enlarges the model reliabili~, also with regard to qualitative
simulations of actual case histories.
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Figure 1. A sketch of the area considered for the seismogenetic
mlodel. Solid oval patterns represent three sub-regional
positive Bouguer anomalies, mainly interesting from NW to
SE Marche, Abruzzo-Molise and Campania-Basilicata regions
allong the regional gravimetric trough. Dashed lines refer to the
geothermal field.

ti
Figure 5. The experimental model scheme.
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For the experimental. layout shown above, the model gave:

SUDDI?!4TO? ELEV. OFF- SI!ORE ~ISPLAC . IN-SHORE FEC. DIWLAC . TIMS

1 cm appr. .5-.7 cn appr. .1-.2 cm 1-1.5 sec

3 cm appr. 1.5-2 cm appr. .2-.3 cm 2-2.5 sec

4 cm appr. 2.5 cm appr. .4 cm 3 sec

The energy involved was comprised between 2 and 4 Joules, approxim. ;

A tsunami effect on the model waa in evident connection with the SUDDEN

TOP ELEVATION: the fluid vi.scoaity clearly made easier time evaluations.

Figure6. First experimental results.
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ABSTRACT

A numerical model , based on Boussinesq equations is developed in order
to simulate tsunamis propagation across the ocean ,both deep and shallow.

The dispersion term of the above equations plays an important role in
the propagation of a tsunami. From the other hand the truncation errors,
which appear in the F.D. expansion of the significant terms, are also impor-
tant and have to be included in the F.D. formulation, especially when depth
and grid size are of the same order.

In order to keep small C.P.U. time an Alternative Direction Implicit
scheme is used and the linear system of equations is solved
method.

finally the model is applied on a tsunami reproduction
Mediterranean sea.

using Thomas

in the Eastern
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1. INTRODUCTION

A number of Finite Difference
simulate tsunami wave propagation.
non- linear Ions wave eauatiorl

models have’ been developed “in order to
These models are based on the linear or

In the fo-mal analysis of long-wave theory ~o important parameters are
introduced.The first is the ratio of the wave heigt to the water depth,
c= H/d, an% the s~ond is the square of the ratio of the water depth to wave
length , :r =$~g . The ratio of these terms gives the well-known Lhsell

number , =
The parameter & accbunts” for the -amplitude dispersion while U* for the

frequency dispersion (non hydrostatic pressure).
In shallow waters (d<50 m) & becomes important (Ur >>2 1) and Non

Linear ‘Long Wave Equation has to be used. In deeper waters o varies from
very small values

1?
to .1, for deep ocean, (Ur << 1) and the inclusion of

terms of order O(U is recommended.
Both regions covered by the models based on the B~ssinesq type of

equations which include terms of order up to O(c) and O(a ). The” numerical
solution of the above equations can simulate non– linear waves so long as
u= d/L remains small. The equations degenerate into the linear long wave
equations, when Ur < c 1, and the Shallow Waters Equations (SWE) when Ur> >1.

The equations are (Peregrine, 1972)
. . .

<+ (u(d+~)x+ (v(d+Q)Y = O

u + Uuxt’ + vu =
Y

- g< + d/2 ((du)ti + (dv)J -

-&6 (Uti+V~ - TbX/Pd + vh (um+ud

‘t
+ Uvx +:W = - 9% + d/2 ((du)m+ (dv)J -,Y

(1.1)

where U,V are the depth averaged horizontal velocities, < is the elevation,
Tb the bed shear stress components, and Vh the “eddy viscosity coefficient”

However for the propagation of a tsunami wave over a deep sea, the non
linear terms seem not to be important and the linearized Boussinesq equations
can be used. Taking as a practical boundary between deep and shallow sea the
depth of 50 m, the linear Boussinesq equations can be applied in almost all
regions.
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2. EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

After simple mathematical manipulations the linearised form of equations
1.1 become:

(2.1)
4

where is a bed friction factor.

As the initial condition” is taken the
surface the same as that of the sea bottom

At the open sea boundary the free transmission condtiion Is used, from
the linear long wave theory:

q- c ~n=o with n is the imyard normal to the boundary.

. . . .

~.

vertical displacement of the water
(Imamura and Shuto, 1989). ,

In the land boundary the full reflection is assumed :

<“=0
It is more realistic

condition:
<= I/(l-r) c <n

to use in the last case the partial reflection

where r is a reflection coefficient

if r= O we have free transmission
. .

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

Equation 2.1 can be numerically solved using finite differences in ttie
approximations of the partial derivatives. Therefore derivatives of the
variable ~ both in space and time, centered in, point iAx”at timenAt , are:

where Ax ,At are the space grid size and the time step respecWely.

Truncations errors of the finite differences schemes (such as the above,
as well as leap-frog, Crank- Nicolson ) result in the damping of the wave
height and an increasing oscillatory tail (Itnamura and Goto,1988)

In order to overcome this numerical dispersion and dissipation, some
correction terms has to be included in the F.D. integration. These terms are
dedected by the Taylor series expansion of the significant terms.

The above derivatives can be expanded using Taylor series :

%t=&JF”Dm-(At)2/12 ~= (Q’”D”- dg &+Q
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The above term as well, as the space derivative one ,have the same form

with the dispersion term of eq. 2.1 and so are very easily introduced in the
numerical solution.

In order to reduce C.P.U. time an Alternative Direction Implicit scheme
is used based on the split Peacmen - Rachford formula. Thus after the F.D.
expansion of eq. 2.1 :

(1-Aax) (1-Aij#’+l= ~m-1

where A = (d2/3 - AX2/12 + gd At2/12)

and B is the sum of all the explicit terms.

Introducing an intermediatevalue ~n+l* :

(1-A5J ~n+l*= B“’*l

Two linear systems (one for each direction) resutt from the above proce-
dure and are solved using .Thomas method

The importance of including the two correction terms it is obvious when
Ax (or/and At) has large values (tsunami models)

In the case of the total reflection boundaries an iterative method have
been used in order to include implicitly the Bounda~ Conditions. Explicit
Boundary Condfiions introduce easily in the split formula we use.

4.TSUNAMI PROPAGATION IN INSHORE ZONE

Output of the above models can be used as the input to the near shore
simulation ‘. In this region linear eq. 2.1. is not valid and hence eqs. 1.1
are used.

The propagation of a long wave in ve~ shallow waters results a steepe-
ning of its front. This makes the deviations from hydrostatic pressure signi
ficant. The non hydrostatic consideration is introduced through the dispersi-
on terms of eq. 1.1. In addition these terms balance the front steepening,
due to the non– linear terms.

Wfihout these” terms eq. 1.1 reduce to S.W.E. which predicts breaking
even in the case of a long’ wave propagation over a horizontal bottom, dispite
the existence of the solitary wave.

The front steepening in shallow waters causes a breaking or undular
bore. In the case of a breaking bore turbulence is generated on the front of
the wave and is modelled through the dispersion terms Vh (uX+ u .

d
After the assumption of local “equilibrium between production and dissi-

pation of turbulence energy (Batjjes 1975, Th. Karambas et all. 1990) the
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eddy viscosity coefficient Vh can be expressed as:

Vh= B s1\3d (gd)112 where s is the beach slope

where ~ is a coefficient of order O(l).

Applying the ‘dry bed” boundary condtion (Xanthopoulos and Koutitas,-
1976),which is very easily inrtoduced in the model , we are able to ~mulate
the moving water front (run- up). “.

The approximation of partial derivatives in the numerical solution of .
the eq. 1.1 is made in a similar way as above , using also three time levels.’.
Some instability problems appear when Ax is very small.A technique, to overc-
ome the instability is to evaluate the linear terms UX and ~ at the time

levels(n- I) At, ndt, (n+ l)At and use them multiplied by different weighting
factors at the dfierent time steps:

(FJ; = a(FJ~+’ + (1-2a)(FJ~ + a(FJ~l with a shout 0.1

5.APPLICATIONS

1) Solitary and tsunami wave propagation (figure 1).
The wave travels over an horizontal bottom (d= 2000 m ) without any loss

of its height (L/Ax= 20).The model without the correction and Boussinesq terms
fail to simulate accurately the long dlstence propagation ,generatlng also
high frequency oscillations behind it (fig 1a).

The same test , but with a real tsunami as input and L/Ax=5 “, gtves more
satisfactory results for the present model (fig 1b, 1c).

2) Tsunami
to Crete).

Figure 2 shows
Coast of Greece) and

3) Run-up

propagation In the Eastern Mediterranean sea (from. Matta

a bird’s- eye view of a tsunami at its generation (West
two computed records.
of a solita~ wave.

Figure 3 shows the amplitude evolution of a solitary wave, H/d =0.04, at
different time instances as it climbs up the beach of 1/19.65 slope in compa-
rison with Synolakis (1967) data.The model seems to simulate well the non-
linear shoaling and run- up.

6.CONCLUSIONS

Two finite differences model$
linear and non- linear long wave

has been developed in order to describe
propagation. Both models are based on

.
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Boussinesq equations. The first, the linear one, is suitable in deep sea
while the non- linear in inshore zone.The output of the first is used as input
to the second.

[n both models correction terms has to be included in the F.D.
integration in order to avoid numerical dispersion and dissipation.

Providing the non– linear model with a dispersion term (eddy viscisity
concept) the simulation of turbulent bores is achieved.

Finally, applying the . ‘dry bed” B.C., it IS possible to describe the
run - up of breaking and non-breaking waves on beaches.
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.ABSTIMCT

The” study of tsunamis haa mostly been undertaken by physical oceanographers,
geophysicists, seismologists mathematicians and historians. Increasingly, howevet,
geologistsand geomorphologists also have an interest because many tsunamis deposit
sediment. The study of sed&nts deposited by tsunamis is enormously important
since it may enable scientists to identify past tsunamis that took place in pre-history,

thus greatly extending our knowledge of the @equency and magnitude of past events.
The study of sediments deposited by tsunamis in the past is also important since
valuable information CM be provided on former wave run-up. This information is
much more precise than eye-witness accounts of tsunami run–up and is invaluable
in the development of accurate numerical models of tsunamis. Despite the enormous
potential of geological techniques in tsunami research, a major problem to be overcome,
is the: need to differentiate between mastal flood sediments deposited, by tsunamis from
those attributable to storm surges. In this paper, preliminary geological evidence from
northern Scotland and the Stilly Isles, SW England is used to develop a model of
tsy.namicoastal sedimentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many tsunami studies, scientists have used data on tsunami run–up to calibrate
numerical models of both undersea fault-generated and submarine landslidegenerated
tsunamis. In most caaes the values of run-up used have been based on eye-witness
mpOrtS of pad tsunami floods. Accordii@y the study of tSUU~B has attracted
interest from physical oceanographers, geophysicists, mathematicians, seismologists and
historitis who have each provided data to explain the occurrence and mechanism of
past tsunamis. Geologists and geomorphologists also have an important contribution
to make”towards the study of tsunamis - namely that the flooding of coasts during a
tsunami is often associated with the deposition of marine sediments. It is maintained
that the study of such sediments can provide scientists with much valuable information

about the incidence and distribution of past tsunamis since evidence for these events
cm be directly observed through the study of sediments deposited during such floods.
Consequently, much can be learned about the occurrence of tsunamis that not only
took place prior to the historical time period but also those that have taken place in
the recent past.

2. THE EFFECT OF TSUNAMIS ON COASTS

Tsunami waves behave as large water waves. As they approach a coastline,
the individual waves become progressively deformed as water depth decreases. Wave
deformation is a functionof the ratiobetween the tsunami wavelength and water

depth. Thus, owing to the longwavelengthsnormally associated with tsunami waves,
disturbance of sea floor sediments due to the passage of a tsunami normally commences
at water depths approximately equivalent to half the tsunami wavelength. The
transition from lami.nar to turbulent water motion in the offshore zone is usually
associated with the incorporation of considerable quantities of sea–floor sediment as
suspended matter.

It has long been known that tsunamis deposit marine sediments on land. For
example there have been numerous eye witness accounts of coastal sedimentation during
individual tsunamis. In addition, there have been several reports of prehist oric tsunamis
having deposited sediment ii the coaatal zone. In most cas~, sand appears to have been
deposited by the waves although on rarer occasions, boulders, coral and shell debris are
reported to babe been laid down (Long et al., 1989a).

The, extent of tsunami flooding along particular coastlines is indicative of the
tsunami run-up above the level of the sea surface at the time the tsunami waves struck.
In theory the altitude of the landward limit of sand deposited by the tsunami should
record a minimum run-up altitude since the flood waters may have reached higher
elevations yet did not deposit sediment. The upper limit of flood sediments therefore
provides an approximate measure of former tsunami run-up, provided that it is also
possible to estimate the position of the sea surface when a tsunami takes place (see
below).



. CHARACTERISTICS OF TSUNAMI SEDIMENTS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

At presentseveralsand layersthat have been observedin coastal and eatuarine

aedimentohave been attributed to tsunamis. Atwater (1988, 1988) haa observed, for
example, that aeverd thin sand layers (each app -ately 7cm thick) were deposited in
the Puget lowland, Washington,, due to tsunamia caused by offihore earthquakes during
Late Holocene. Similarly Bourgeois and F&inhardt (1990) have described s&d Iayera
deposited by a major tmmami in Chile during 1980 (Atwater, pers. comm.).

\
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However, the most detailed studies have been of sand layers in northern and eaatem
Scotlamd which are considered to have probably been deposited during a tsunami at
approximately 7,000 BP. This tsunsm.i waa generated by one of the world’s largest
submarine landslides, the semnd Storegga Slide, that took place on the Norweghm
continental slope (see Figure 1). Detailed accounts of this tsunami are published
elsewhere (Dawson et al., 1988; Long et al., 1989a and 1989b). The highly detailed
nature of this study haa provided important information on the stratigraphy and
Sedimentology of tsunali sediments.

3.2 STRATIGRAPHY

The sand layer attributed to the Storegga tsunami generally consists of a
widespread layer of grey, micaceous, silty fine sand. In some places, the lower part of
the layer consists of coarse gravel overlain by sand. In general the sand layer is thickest
seaward and decreases in thickness landwards as a tapering wedge that increases in
altitude. The sand layer is deposited across pre-exiz ting estuarine clay sediments as

well as peat. In many places the base of the sand layer is marked by an erosional
surfacewhile,occasionally,small

from the underlyingpeat surface

balls of peat,known as intraclasts,have been eroded

and incorporatedtithinthe deposit.

3.3 MICROFOSSILS

The sand layer often contains marine diatoms, the particular species of which
depend upon water salinity, temperature and turbidity. In the Storegga sand layer, the
most common marine diatom species is Pamlia mkata (Ehrenberg) Cleve, that often
constitutes over 60% of the total diatom content. Other marine species present include

Cocconeis scutellum Ehrenberg, Diploneis spp., Granamatophenz oceanica (Ehrenberg)
Grun and Hyahdiscw stelkger Bail (Smith et al., 1985). Many of the diatoms are

broken and eroded, a factor that implies that the sand layer was deposited under
high energy conditions. In theory some of the marine diatoms are likely to have been
transported in suspension from the nearshore zone horn water depths within the zone of
tsunami wave deformation. However, individual diatom species can exist within quite
considerable ranges of water depths and, as a result, it is not possible to attribute
particular diatom species found within the tsunami deposit as having been transported
from speciilc water depths offshore.

3.4 SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Initial observations suggested that the sand layer from Storegga tsunami was
poorly sorted. However, the advent of analytical techniques for analysing very
small samples haa permitted particle size analysis at a very high resolution revealing
pronounced vertical variatiom in particle size. From preliminary results, it appears
that individual sediment cores are characterised by a series of fining-upward sediment
sequences of several stacks of sediment superimposed upon one another (see Figure 2).
This is further demonstrated by consideration of variations in the sorting and particle
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sizes of contiguoussamples at 1 cm intervals (see F@re 3). For example, a 52 cm
thick sediment core of the sand layer horn Ardmore, NE Scotland, exhibits a distinct
clustering of values in approximate stratigraphic order indicative of depositionby a

seriesofwaves. This appearsto indicatethat separate tsunami waves are represented

by distinct accumulationsof sediment(see F~e 3). The most severe wave appears to

be represented by the coarsest sediment accumulations and the lead severe wave by an

accumulation(stack) of relativelyiinegrained sediment. Thus, particlek analysisof
the sedimentaccumulationscauprovideinformationnot only on the numbersof tsunami
wavesthat strucka particularcoastalarea, but it might also provideinformationabout
the relativemagnitudeof the successivewaves(see Figures2 and 3).

Considerationof mareographsof past tsunamisdemonstratesthat thereare often
quiteconsiderablevariatiomin the timingof the largestwavein anytsunamiinundation.
In some cases the largest wave is the &t while in others it may be the lad (Wiegel,
1964). It would appear that detailed particle size analysis of tsunami sediments may well
provide very detailed information on the hydrodynamic conditions of past tsunamis that,
in turn, will be of immense value in the development of numerical models for particular
tsunamis.

3.5 FORMATION HYPOTHESIS

The information described above provides certain clues about the hydrodynamic
condition associated with the deposition of coastal sand accumulations during tsunamis.
It enables an hypothesis of tsunami coastal deposition to be proposed that can be
further tested in the future. During each tsunami flood wave, large accumulations of
suspended sediment me transported landward by floodwaters across low–lying coastal
areas. During the inrush of each wave of water, there is a corresponding downward
percolation of flood water towards the groundwater table. As a result, the suspended
sediment transported landward by the tsunami is deposited upon the ground surface.

During sediment deposition the greatest thicknesses of sediment are deposited closest
to the cod above the beach zone and there is a progressive landward decrease in
sediment thickness. Thus, each phase of flood sediment deposition is associated with
the formation of a wedge of sediment that tapers landward (see Figure 2). After each
wave the coarsest sediment, due to its greater density, is deposited first and is rapidly
followed by the deposition of finer-grained material. The occurrence of a major tsunami
may therefore be associated with the superimposition of a series of sediment wedges,
each of which is associated with a fining-upwards sedimentary unit.

4. DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN TSUNAMI AND STORM SURGE
SEDIMENTS: AN ,EXAMPLE FROM THE SCILLY ISLES, SW ENGLAND

4.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest problems associated with episodes of past coastal flooding is the
need to difkrentiate tsu.namigenic and stormaxge events in coastal sedimentary records
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(Dawson et al., 1989). For example, do storm surges result in deposition of sediments

and, if so, can these deposits be distinguished from those deposited by tsunamis? The

problem is well illustrated by data from the Stilly Isles, SW England, an area known to

have been afbcted both by storm surges and tsunamis during the last several hundred

years.

The Stilly Isles comprise a small cluster of islands composed of granite which lie

40 km to the !5W of Lands End (see Figure 1). On four of the islands occur five shallow

coastal lagoons that lie at a height within 1 m of high spring tides. These lagoons are

separated from the sea by windblown sands. During the summer of 1988, all five shallow

lakes and their surrounding wetlands were cored using percussion coring techniques.

Three of the five lagoons exhibit similar sedimentary sequences of alternating peat (or

lacustrine deplosits) and inorganic sand layers. The sequence is most clearly defined

in Big Pool, St Agnes, the most southwesterly inhabited island of the group. Detailed

analysis was undertaken within the sedimentary basin of this site with each of the six

cores retrieved exhibiting a remarkable similarity in stratigraphy. The upper 30 to 45

cm were dominated by an upper peat (or lake sediment). Beneath this layer is a medium

to fine sand between 15 and 40 cm in thickness. The sand layer is everywhere underlain

by a layer of peat which, in turn, overlies a basal coarse sand. Calibrated radiocarbon

dates using the probability distribution method for both the upper and lower 2 cm of

the basal peat gave the following,

GU-2569 Bottom of basal peat Probability 95.4% (20) 1019-1216 AD

GU–2570 Top of basal peat Probability 95.4% (20) 1474-1672 AD

Consideration of the latter date implies that the upper sand was deposited by a

marine flood towards the end of the 17th century or during the early to middle part of

the 18th century. Caution should be exercised in the interpretation of these 14C dates,

however, owing to the well-known Suess effect.

The marine origin of the upper sand layer is additionally supported by studies

of grain size variations, surface morphological variations and by mineral magnetic

analyses. These show that the upper sand is similar to local contemporary beach

deposits (Albon, 1989). The sediments differ considerably, however, from sand dune

deposits that occur nearby. For example, whereas the upper sand displays a unimodal

particle size distribution, the dune sediments are characteristically bimodal with mean

particle size values that are typically 120 micron finer than the upper sand. There is

documentary evidence that severe coastal flooding took place in the Stilly Isles during

the 18th century as a result of both storm surges and tsunamis (Borlase 1758, 1765).

4.2 STORM SURGES

Written evidence exists for a major storm surge in 1744 although earlier surges

are known to hlave affected the area during the 1703 (Borlase, 1765). Heath (1750)

described the events of the afternoon of the 26th September 1744, “...great stones were

thrown by the sea into some houses standing next it ...the off islands.. had some of their

lowlands overflc~wed, and some pools of their fresh water spoiled”. Such situations are
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not uncommon on Stilly, as witnessed by the storms of February 1990 when boulders
up to 1 m in diameter were moved by waves 30 to 40 m inland. However, ah bough
most low lying areas were flooded, including Big Pool, there was no evidence of sand

deposition imlany of the sites re-examined after the flood during August 1990.

4.3 TSUNAMIS .

It is possible that the sand layer have been due to the tsunami that followed the
Lisbon earthquake of November 1st 1755. Documentary evidence is known for both
Stilly Isles and West Cornwall for a series of flood oscillations that commenced around
2 pm on November 1st and which lasted several hours (Borlase, 1758, Tonkin and
Tonkin, 1871) (see Figure 4). Indeed Borlase described the magnitude and frequency of
the tsunami oscillations for Mounts Bay, Cornwall. Calculations of tidal fluctuations for
November lst, 1755 for the Stilly Isles, show that the time of high tide approximately
coincided with the arrival of the first waves (Proudman Oceanographic Institute, pers.
comm.) (see Figure 4), some five hours after the first shocks were reported on the

Portuguese

.

coast. ,,

1
.,ob+l! llllllllill, n,)

12 18 24

Hours (01-11-1755)

Figure4. Timing oftsunamiwave relativetotidalchanges corraotedtoO.D. from Admi-
raltydatum.

Calculations of the initial tsunami wave velocity suggest a value of 300 km hr-l.

Using water dlepths and travel distances from the earthquake epicentre to Stilly and

gravity wave equation (V = @ where g = acceleration due to gravity and d is water

depth), a travel time of 4 hr 47 min can be derived for the tsunami. This value is in close

agreement with the documented observations for the time when the waves are reported

to have first reached SUlly. It also implies that the waves would have approached the

coast at an approximate velocity of 20 m s-l.

The reconstructed tidal ranges, including adjustments for sea level change and

present elevations OD are shown in Figure 4. Superimposed on the latter tidal range

estimate is the observed range of wave heights observed by Borlase (1758). These show

that sea levels during this period may have reached as high as +4.5 m OD during the
tidal msximum. Borlase (1758) described the waves, “The first and second fluxes and



refluxes were not so violent as the third and fourth, at which time the Sea was as rapid

as that of a mill–stream descending to an undershot wheel, and the rebounds of the sea

continued in their full fury for fully to hours ...alternately rising and falling, each retreat

and advance nearly of the space of ten minutes, till five and a half hours after it began”.

Evidence that sand was deposited in Stilly during this time period is implied by the

observations of Huxham (1755) at Plymouth who described the “. ..tearing up of mud

and sand banks in a very alarming manner”.

It therefore seems likely that Lisbon tsunami may well have been responsible for

the sand layer deposited in the shallow lakes of Stilly. Further work is currently being

undertaken on the Big Pool upper sand. The results tentatively suggest that there is a

general sequenlce of fining upward in grain size on which are superimposed oscillations

of alternating (coarse-fine sequences that may well relate to individual waves reaching

Big Pool.

5. DISCUSSION

At present, the balance of evidence seems to indicate that the upper sand unit

at Big Pool, St Agnes was deposited as a result of the Lisbon tsunami. This does not

imply, however, that storm surges do not cause coastal sediment deposition. However,

the nature of sediment transport and deposition during major storm surges is not

understood. It has long been known, for example, that storm waves are generally

destructive and lead to the removal seaward of large quantities of sediment (King, 1959).

However, shingle and boulders are often transferred landward due to the enormous wave

pressures that are focused on particular coastal areas.

Storm surges are fundamentally shorter–wave phenomena than tsunamis and

appear to be associated with onshore deposition of coarse elastic detritus rather than

large quantities of sand. It is possible that storm surges are characterised by destructive

waves that cause severe beach erosion and the seaward removal of sediment. Tsunami

waves, by contrast, are much longer-wave phenomena characterised by high magnitude

constructive waves that cause widespread sediment deposition above high water mark.
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ABSTRACT

Although tsunamis are not very frequent in the seas surrounding the Iberian

Peninsula, some earthquakes with underwater epicenter generated tsunamis which have
●

been observed on the Spanish coasts, both in the Mediterranean coastal area and in the

Atlantic. Most of these tsunamis have been of a small size and associable with earthquakes

with epicenter in the sea. Some events were related to landslides and turbidity currents.

The most recent ones have been recorded by the tide-gauges of some Spanish harbours.

Nevertheless, there are also some reports of some tsunamis with a destructive nature

in historical ti]mes, such as that produced by the well known Lisbon earthquake of 1755,

which was the greatest and most destructive among the known tsunamis affecting the

Spanish coasts. This tsunami caused waves higher than 18 m in the town of Cidiz, on

the southwestern part of the peninsula, causing 1000 deaths as well as extensive flooding

and destruction in Huelva and Ctidiz.

The main tsunamigenic zone in the Atlantic Ocean is situated to SW of St Vicent

cape in the C&diz Gulf, where, among others, the historical tsunamis of 216 BC, 60 BC,

382, 1731 and 1.755, and also the most recent of February 28th, 1969 took place. In western

Mediterranean the most important tsunamigenic zone (though of lesser importance than

the aforementioned one) is located close to the coast of M61aga, Murcia and Alicante,

in the Alboran Sea and the northern part of Algeria. Special attention is given to the

tsunamis generated by the Algerian earthquakes of 1954 and 1980 with epicenters inland,

near the coast of Algeria and recorded by the tide-gauges of the Spanish harbours of

Alicante, Mflaga, Algeciras and also Ceuta, with an increase of 34 cm above the normal

level of the sea in Alicante in the 1954 tsunami.



I. INTRODUCITIC)N

Tsunami hazard on the Spanish coast is a kind of natural hazard that due to its

small frequency has not been studied in Spain until recent times. However, it seems that

interest about tsunami risk has increased recently especially in the area of the Gibraltar

Strait, on account of a project of building a fixed link between Spain and Northern Africa.

Taking into account previous works of several authors on the seismicity and tectonics

of the oceanic areas surrounding our peninsula, we will first of all identify historical

tsunamis, on the basis of seismic catalogs and documentary sources, trying to locate the

epicentral areas in order to define the limits of possible tsunamigenic zones. As to the

tsunamis of the present time, tide-gauges recordings relative to the days of occurrence

of some oceanic earthquakes sufficiently large that might have generated tsunamis, are

analyzed. The parameters of the resulting tsunamis, if any, are also analyzed.

2. COASTAL AREAS EXPOSED TO TSUNAMI HAZARD IN SPAIN

The tsunamis that have damaged our coasts with larger or smaller intensity, have

had their main source in the active seismic region of Azores-. Gibraltar in the Atlantic

Ocean, owing to the particular focal mechanism and parametral characteristics of the

earthquakes having their epicenter there. The sector situated at the SW of St Vicent

Cape in the Gulf of C6diz is the main generating area. The earthquakes taking place

18° W towards the Azores Islands, according to available information, produce small-size

tsunamis that are hardly observed in the Spanish coasts, though their effects can be felt

in the Azores iind Madeira Islands, and even on the coasts of Morocco (Sousa Moreira,

1968).

As shown in Table I concerning the known tsunamis in the Iberian peninsula,

there are three coastal regions in Spain with different possibility of being struck by some

tsunami. They are, from lesser to greater importance: the northern coast, Galicia and

Cantabria; the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean coast, and the Atlantic coast. The

Atlantic coast, from Lisbon to the Strait of Gibraltar, is the zone where tsunami hazard is

higher, as 18 of the 34 listed tsunamis have been recorded there. In the second place there

is the Meditermnean coast, especially from the Strait to Valencia in the SE (9 events in

the table). In the last position, which means a very small risk indeed, we find the northern

coast. In some points of Galicia (6 events in the table), small motions in the sea level

have been observed generally as a consequence of the large tsunamis generated S and SW

of St Vicerd Cape in the Atlantic Ocean (for example the 1755 tsunami), although these

tsunamis lose their energy in going round the Cape of Finisterre (see Figure 1).

3. ATLANTIC: AND MEDITERRANEAN TSUNAMIGENIC ZONES

The main tsunamigenic zone is situated in the Atlantic Ocean between Azores and

Gibraltar in the seismic alpine zone, SSW of St Vicent Cape in the Gorringe Bank. It

is worth mentioning also some minor tsunamigenic zones, as those in the continental
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margin at Galicia bank and in the abyssal plains (Sousa Moreira, 1988). In some previous

works the author (Campos, 1988 and 1989) analyzes the possible tsunamigenic sources

in the Azores-Gibraltar line, based on studies on focal mechanism solutions and on

seismot ectonics of the area made by several authors.

The atlantic seismicit y is determined by the interaction involving American,

Eurasian and African plates. The different kind of contacts among these is the reason

for the seismicity parameters not being homogeneous. Three seismotectonic areas can be

distinguished.

Zone A.. From Mid-Atlantic ridge to 250W. It is an area of expansion of the oceanic

crust because of the Mid-Atlantic ridge, and it is unlikely that it would generate tsunamis,

because earthquakes are of small magnitude and their focal mechanism solution is not

associated with vertical displacement.

Zone B, From Gloria fault (24°) to 180W. It is an area of friction where large-

magnitude earthquakes occur, that however are associated with dextral horizontal

displacements along a fault oriented E-W (Udias et al., 1985). This kind of displacement

possibly generates small tsunamis that are not generally observed on the southwestern

coast of the Iberian peninsula. However, their effects is felt in the Azores and Madeira
Islands and also in Morocco. For example, the earthquakes of 8 May 1939 (M=7), of
25 November 1941 (M=8.3) and of 26 May 1975 generated small tsunamis which were
observed in these islands as well as in Casablanca and Mogador. All these earthquakes
show strike-slip focal mechanism solutions. The 1941 event was followed by a turbidity
current that was probably generated by landslides on the sea bottom (Sousa Moreira,

1988).

Zone C., The CAdiz Gulf is the main source of tsunamis. There are earthquakes of

small and large magnitude in this zone and the focal mechanism solution shows vertical

displacements along a reverse fault, with stress axis nearly horizontal towards a N-S

direction. This is the zone of the most intense interaction between the African and the

Eurasian plates that undergo strong deformations in approaching and compressing. The

most important tsunamis are generated in the zone that is located from 12° to 60W along

the parallel 360N. In this area the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 had its epicenter as well as

the one of 28 February 1969 (see Figure 1).

In the Mediterranean Sea tsunamis are much less frequent and their cusses are

due to landslides and turbidity currents. Sometimes meteorological phenomena have

been erroneously taken as tsunamis. Volcanic erutpions and earthquakes in the bottom

of the sea and inland may also be responsible. The most important regions struck by

tsunamis are the coasts of insular Greece, of Southern Italy and of the Western Adriatic

Sea, in Eastern and Central Mediterranean respectively. On the contrary, in Western

Mediterranean tsunamis are very scarce. On the Spanish Mediterranean coasts some

small tsunamis of local character have been recorded; their main tsunamigenic zone is

situated in the Alboran Sea and close to the coast of M&laga, Valencia and Alicante.

In the Balearic Sea no tsunami has been recorded, although ample sea level oscillations



are recorded every year from June to September in several bays and harbours of the
Balearic archipelago and of the northeastern peninsular coasts. These oscillations have
periods in the order of 10 min and amplitudes of up to 2 m. Associated with these
large sea level oscillations, atmospheric pressure fluctuations with similar periods and
amplitudes around 1.5 hPa have been recorded (Ramis and Jans6, 1983; Jansti, 1986).
For a harbour with exponential or flat bottom and a flat step shelf, it has been found that
the oscillations can be explained as a resonant coupling between an atmospheric gravity
wave, a coasizdly trapped edge wave and the oscillation modes of the harbour (Alonso
et al., 1989). This phenomenon is known at Ciutadella, in the island of Menorca, as
“rissaga” and in Catalonia as ‘seiche” or “seixe”.

Seismicity in the interior of the Mediterranean Sea is quite scarce, though its
edges are really active, particularly all the edges of the Aegean Sea. In Western and
Central Mediterranean seismicity is characterized by small and intermediate magnitude
earthquakes, the main seismic areas being the Alboran Sea, the southeastern edge od the
Iberian peninsula, North of Africa and Sicily, with a greater seismicity. Seismotectonic
studies show the prolongation of the Azores-Gibraltar fault through the North of Africa
up to Sicily. The study of the focal mechanism solution of several earthquakes in North
of Algeria (among them the one of Orleansville in 1954) shows a predominant thrust
mechanism with southward dip angle. Due to the reasons mentioned above, the small
earthquakes occurring in the Western Mediterranean do not generally produce tsunamis
that can be observed on the Spanish shores, and those known in historical times, according
to historic sources, are dubious (Galbis Rodriguez, 1932-1940). They seem to be related
to seiches or earthquakes in the land near the coast (as those of Torrevieja in 1829), whose
epicenter has not been located exactly.

Mediterranean tsunamis have basically a local character and do not propagate
towards areas located far from their sources. Hence those observed in the Spanish
Mediterranean coasts must have a very near source and not be caused by large earthquakes
in the central or eastern parts of the Mediterranean. There is no record of the

large Mediterranean tsunamis generated by earthquakes in Southern Italy obtained
on the Spanish coasts. The mechanism that generates Mediterranean tsunamis is,
therefore, closely related to landslides, rockfalls and turbidity currents in the submarine
unconsolidated sediments, as a consequence of earthquakes on land, although the actual

mechanism is still under discussion.

4. MAIN ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN TSUNAMIS

Of all the known tsunamis (Table I), one of the most important is that occurring
on the 1st of November of 1755 as a consequence of the Lisbon earthquake, which caused
great damage on the Southern Portuguese coasts, as well as on Southern Spain, Canary
Islands and Northern Morocco. This tsunami has been studied by the author of this paper
(Campos, 1989). It has been reported that the earthquake of Lisbon was followed by 18
tsunami waves. The arrival of the first wave took place at high tide, which resulted in a
greater rising of the water. In some places it was also observed a water withdrawal from
the shoreline in excess of 2 km (first manifestation of the tsunami). Violent waves repeated
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for three times in many places (in CAdiz they totalled six times), while everywhere the

water movements last ed for twent y-four hours. The maximum amplitude in C6diz was

18-20 m and 11 m in Tarifa. The travel time estimated for the first arriving wave from

the instant of the shock is around 30 min for the beaches of Huelva and about 65–75 min

for Ciidiz, which gives an average velocity of the wave propagation between 100 and 200

m/s. In Ayamonte the sea flooded all the small islands, inlets and beaches and even the

streets of the town itself. A thousand people were estimated to have drowned and four

hundred were buried, 250 in Redondela, 203 in Lepe and 66 fishermen died in Huelva. In

C6diz the water rose 3 m and came over the reef from the outside ocean into the bay.

The Caleta was covered by water. The losses are estimated in 50 people and 24 in Conil

(Royal Academy of History of Spain, 1756). In Figure 2 all coastal sites affected by the

waves in the Iberian peninsula are shown.

Already in ~ it seems that the shoreline in Cidiz underwent considerable changes:

in some places the sea withdrew, some islands disappeared as well as many towns on the

southern and western shores. Another historical tsunami took place in ~ in C4diz as

well: the sea water withdrew a league uncovering the old town of Gades and its temple

of Heracles (GaJbis Rodriguez, 1932-40).

The most recent tsunamis are those occurred on February 28th, 1969 and on May

26th, 1975. The 1969 tsunami in C6diz arrived in low tide and its maximum amplitude

was 28 cm with a main oscillation period between 16 and 20 min. Its average velocity was

98 m/s, the first wave having taken 85 min to reach the coast. The source of this tsunami

is considered as being the same as the Lisbon tsunami. In Ceuta it was quite smaller with

only 10 cm of maximum amplitude. The m tsunami took 144 min to reach C&diz and

its source was in a more remote area around 17° W and some 1450 km away. Its average

velocity was 132 m/s and its maximum amplitude 28 cm. It reached Ceuta 240 min after

the shock with an average velocity of 95 m/s and just 45 cm of maximum amplitude. In

both places it took place in high tide, which shows how small this tsunami has been (see

Figure 3).

Among the Mediterranean tsunamis we must consider those observed in Alicante,

M61aga, Algeciras and Ceuta as a consequence of the Algerian earthquakes in 1954 and

1980. The 1954 earthquake with took place on September 9th in Orleansville and whose

epicenter was lc~cated in land near the coast, was followed by a small tsunami produced

by sliding movements generating also a turbidity current that broke submarine cables

40 to 70 miles away from the epicenter (Sousa Moreira, 1988). On the Alicante shores

a rising over the normal tide level of 34 cm was observed. The tsunami took 50 min to

reach Alicante and 180 min to reach M&laga. It was also observed in Ceuta and Algeciras.

On October 10th, 1980 the earthquake in El Asnam with an almost identical epicenter

produced oscillations around the tide levels in Alicante, Ceuta and Algeciras as well. In

Alicante a greater amplitude was observed in the inner piers of the harbour (possibly

related to seiches) than in the outer piers, reaching a maximum amplitude of 50 and 16

cm respectively. The waves arrived with a main oscillation period of 10-15 min in high

tide. Its average velocity, 70-80 m/s, was low, possibly owing to shallowness.
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TABLE I - Tsunamis associated with earthquakesand observed on the coasts of the
Iberian peninsula. Sources: Catalog of Galbis Rodriguez (1932–1940); Sousa Moreira
(1968) and oceanographic SpanishInstitute (1989)

Date Epicenter Mag Observedin “

Latitude Longitude

216-218 BC

210 BCI

209 BC

60 BC

365

382

881

26 Jan 1531

09 Ott 1680

27 Dec 1722

1731

01 Nov 17455

16 Nov 1755

21 Dec 1755

29 Mar 1756

31 Mar 1761

21 Sep 179’0

21 Jan 1804

02 Feb 1816

21 Mar 181!9

23 Dec 1848

06 Jan 1860

05 Jun1875

15 Jan1891

16 Feb 19310

08 May 1939

25 Nov 1941

09 Sep1954

28 Dec1956

28 Feb1969

26 May 197,5

100ct 1980

36 12’N
36 00’N
36 50’N
36 00’N
36 50’N
36 00’N
36 00’N
38 57’N
36 30’N
37 10’N
35 00’N
37 00’N

37 00’N
37 00’N
37 00’N
37 OOtN
36 40’N
36 42’N
3$ fJyN

38 06’N
38 12’N
38 00’N
40 00’N
36 50’N
36 00’N
37 00’N
37 25’N
36 17’N
36 50’N
35 59’N

35 54’N
36 09’N

07 40’W
10 30’W

10 30’W

10 Oo’w

04 40’W

10 50’W

08 00’W

09 Oo’w

04 24’W

07 35’W

07 Oo’w
10 Oo’w

10 Oo’w
10 Oo’w
10 Oo’w
10 Oo’w
00 08’W

03 Oo’w

10 Oo’w

00 42’W

07 30’W

00 42’W

01 50’E

03 10’W

03 Oo’w

24 30’W

19 01’w

01 28’E
02 08’W

10 48’W

17 36’W

01 26’E

7.5

7.7

7.5

8.5-9

6.5

7

8.2

7.3

7.3

6.7

6.5

?

Cuiz
C&diz

C&.diz

Portugal and Galicia

M6.1agaand Andra

Portugal

C6.diz

Lisbon and S.Portugal

Milaga

Algarve

C6diz

Galicia, Lisbon, Algarve,

Huelva, C6diz, Morocco,

Azores and Madeira

Galicia and Lisbon

Lisbon

Lisbon

Finisterre and Lisbon

Cartagena

Adra

Portugal

Torrevieja

Portugal
/

Torrevieja

Valencia and Tarragona

Algeria

Algeria

Azores

Portugal and Azores

Alicante, MAlaga, Algeciras

Almeria

Portugal, Morocco, Azores,

Galicia, C6diz, Canary, Madeira

Portugal, Morocco, C6diz

Alicante, M61aga, Algeciras
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CONCLUSIONS.

Tsunami hazard on Spanish shores isfortunately rather remote in spite of the

historical disastrous tsunami 1755. Nevertheless if we take into account the similarity

of the Lisbon earthquake with that occurred on February 28th, 1969, as far as focal

mechanism and epicenter are concerned, we should consider the future production of a

large tsunami in this area as possible if the earthquake magnitude surpasses 7-8. On the

Mediterranean coasts the probabilities are far smaller.

Consequently a warning system for tsunamis should be established on the C&diz

Gulf, although the small lapse between the quake and the arrival of the waves raises some

problems. An experimental installation of seismographs on the sea bottom in the area

that was the source of the 1755 event is being carried out at present, as a means of trying
to establish a possible warning system.
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A Cumulative Subject Index to
The Science of Tsunami Hazards,

The Journal of the Tsunami Society

George D. Curtis,
Publisher

All camtributions to the Journal, including this issue,

have been categorized under one or more subjects. Except

for the current issue, subjects were assigned after review

of the paper; for this issue authors adhered to the request

to provide subjects and keywords.

The irldex is maintained in a database program, which

includes up to four keywords for future or special retrieval

usage. Subjects were limited to nine, but will be expanded

in the future if warranted. Authors are invited to suggest

differing cm additional subject listings for their papers

for the next index.

A cumulative chronological index was published i.n

Volume 7, No. 2.

In the listings which follow, the first author, year,

volume, and number are given. In a future issues, a

complete author index will be provided and if space permits,

an updated chronological and subject index will be included.
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